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Dear Mr. Secretary: 

In January 1990, the Comptroller General identified the Department of 
Defense’s (DOD) inventory management as an area of particular risk for 
mismanagement, fraud, and abuse. The Office of Management and 
Budget has also identified this as a vulnerable area. Over the last 20 
years, we have issued more than 100 reports dealing with specific 
aspects and problems in DOD'S inventory management. In May 1986,’ we 
issued a summary report of over 300 prior DOD and GAO reports discuss- 
ing problems in accountability and security of DOD inventories which 
showed that most of the systemic problems identified have existed for 
years. 

DUD promised corrective actions in response to our recommendations, 
and it has made improvements in some specific areas, such as improving 
or amending policies and procedures for following up inventory inaccu- 
racies. However, these corrective actions have not been effectively 
implemented, and the basic problems in DoD'S inventory management 
remain. 

This report summarizes past work we have done in DOD'S inventory man- 
agement and related areas. Appendix I discusses DOD'S inventory man- 
agement and its problems, and appendix II contains brief summaries of 
selected reports dealing with DOD'S inventory management. 

This report also discusses the practices the private sector is using to 
improve the economy and efficiency of its inventory management activi- 
ties. Although DOD and the private sector have differences in mission, we 
believe DOD can benefit from the techniques the private sector is using to 
reduce and manage inventory. For example, to meet the goal of reducing 
inventory while maintaining customer service levels, private companies 
are using just-in-time inspired techniques for improving the flow of 
inventory. 

nt: Problems in Accountability and Security of DOD Supply Inventories (GAO/ 
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DOD’S goal is to have the right part, at the right place, at the right time. 
These objectives are important but having the right quantities (and not 
too much) is also important. AIthough DOD officials say that economy is 
part of its goal, performance measures used throughout the system belie 
that statement. Little management attention has been focused on econ- 
omy and efficiency. For example, the cost to store stock is not measured. 
DOD’S emphasis on having the parts in stock, coupled with more than 
adequate resources over the past 10 years, has produced overcrowded 
warehouses. With the emphasis on obligating appropriated funds, there 
seems to have been little, if any, motivation to change. 

To meet the demand of a rapidly changing environment and decreasing 
dollars, DOD needs to change its mindset and reform the way it manages 
its inventory. This means requiring and rewarding efficient management 
practices while still satisfying customer demands. It also means top 
management involvement to effect reform. private companies have 
found active top management involvement to be a key ingredient in 
innovative inventory reduction programs. DOD has often agreed with our 
report recommendations and has published revised policies and proce- 
dures which call for better controls. What was missing, however, was 
the next step-to follow up to ensure that the policies and procedures 
were being implemented. 

Recurring Problems many aspects of its inventories. Its inventory remains highly susceptible 
to mismanagement, fraud, and abuse. The following conditions make it 
especially susceptible to such problems. 

l DOD’S inventory grew by 138 percent in the 198Os, while DOD’S unre- 

quired inventory2 increased by 233 percent. 
l Duplication of stock has occurred due to multiple inventory levels. For 

example, 13 Army retail-level activities we reviewed had over $184 mil- 
lion worth of spare and repair parts that were excess to their needs, and 
had not reported them as excess, while other activities were buying 
some of these items. 

l Inventory records are inaccurate. At two naval air stations, we recently 
found that 38 and 21 percent of the inventory we sampled had errors. 

l Physical security of DOD’s inventory is inadequate. According to an Otto- 
ber 1989 DOD report, military installations have a high property loss 
rate. 

*Unrequired inventay is inventrxy not needed to meet current needs and war reserve requirements. 
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DOD has inadequate controls over material and equipment furnished to 
government contractors. As of September 1988, contractors reported to 
DOD that they had $66.6 billion of property. However, DOD keeps no 
records of these items and does not verify or validate contractors’ 
reports. 
The services are buying spare parts before they are needed and are 
often not canceling orders for unneeded items. As of September 30, 
1988, the Defense Logistics Agency’s supply centers reported $471 mil- 
lion of excess material on order. This contributes to excess stock and to 
the possibility of items being purchased that may later become obsolete. 
Other problems exist in the areas of controls over shipments, cataloging 
of supply items, procurement practices, buying new items rather than 
using available assets for repair programs, overcrowded warehouses, 
and automated systems. 

Correcting the 
Problems 

. 

. 

The observations we make in this report are based on past reports 
which contain numerous specific recommendations. The purpose of this 
report is to emphasize, not to repeat, recommendations made previously. 
However, we believe DOD needs to take some critical steps for correcting 
the problems we have discussed. Fundamental to this process is strong 
leadership and a change in corporate culture. A key element is a man- 
agement agenda that places greater value on economy and efficiency 
than exists today. The agenda should include a number of items. 

A commitment is needed to update DOD'S inventory management and 
take advantage of private sector experience. 
Managers should have reliable management data that would be availa- 
ble in a timely manner. This would enhance the decision-making process. 
Accurate inventory records, coupled with sound physical security, 
would make DOD'S inventories less vulnerable to mismanagement and 
other abuses. 
Management incentives should discourage buying unnecessary inven- 
tory. DOD'S inventory management attention focuses on filling orders 
within a specific time frame and timely obligation of funds. However, 
the services need to have a corresponding emphasis on reducing costs 
and promoting economy and efficiency. 
The services need to establish annual goals for reducing existing inven- 
tory to minimize the overall vulnerability and abuse. The sheer size of 
the inventory complicates the management of an already cumbersome 
system. 
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We do see some movement towards correcting these problems. Through 
its Defense Management Review, DOD has targeted its inventory manage- 
ment as an area where it can make substantial cost savings. DOD is seek- 
ing ways to streamline its inventory management, and it appears that 
significant management actions may be taken to address some, but not 
all, of the inventory management problems. For example, DOD is consid- 
ering consolidating supply depots and inventory control points. Also, on 
March 6,19!30, the Deputy Secretary of Defense testified before the Sen- 
ate Committee on Governmental Affairs and expressed a commitment to 
change DOD’S inventory management and involve top management in 
such change. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen, Senate Committee 
on Governmental Affairs, the House Committee on Government Opera- 
tions, and the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations and on 
Armed Services; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and 
other interested parties. We will make copies available to others upon 
request. 

This report was prepared under the direction of Donna M. Heivilin, 
Director, Logistics Issues (2764412). 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
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Appendix I 
. Ihcussion of DOD’s Inventory Management and. 

Its Problems 

This appendix presents a general discussion of DOD’S inventory manage- 
ment problems with some specific examples of our work. Appendix II 
contains a more complete and more detailed listing of our reports deal- 
ing with DOD’S inventory management. 

DOD'sInventories 
HaveGrown 

DOD’S inventories have grown significantly. DOD’s inventory of secondary 
items’ grew from $43 billion, as of September 30, 1980, to $103 billion as 
of September 30,1988, an increase of 138 percent. Some of this growth 
can be attributed to inflation, and some to force structure expansion and 
modernization and long-needed readiness enhancements based on Iife- 
cycle equipment support costs. However, a study by the I.ogistics Man- 
agement Institute attributed much of the growth in DOD inventories to 
specific management policies and procedures2 

We found that aircraft part@ grew from $17.3 billion in 1980 to $63.6 
billion in 1988. Unrequired &craft parts’ increased at a faster rate than 
required stocks. mment practices were the major contributor to 
growth in stock beyond current requirements. 

The Navy’s inventory of ship and submarine parts increased from $2.7 
billion in 1989 to $9.3 billion in 1988, or 244 percent.l In 1988,40 per- 
cent ($3.7 billion) of the Navy’s inventory of ship and submarine parts 
was unrequired. From our sample of 100 randomly selected items, we 
found that the major causes for the unrequired inventory were require- 
ments that did not materialize, deactivation of older ships, and replace- 
ment and phasing out of equipment. 

‘DOD defines seaMary items as minor end Itenrs; mplacement, spare, and repair components; per- 
~0nnt.4 support and consumable items. ExMlples of seamday item include aircraft, tank, and ship 
component corurtruction, me&d, and dentad supplies; arkI food, &thing, and fuel. 

2hwentory Managanenk Beneficial Practices from the Private Sector (Feb. 1986). 

%eferw hentmy: Growth in Air Force and Navy Unrequired Ah&t Parts (GAO/NSIAD-90-100, 
1900). , 

4Unrequirsd inventory is inventory not nesded to meet currf2nt needs and wsr reserve requirements. 

“Defense Inventory: Growth in Naw Ship and Submarine Parts (GAO/N3AD-90-111, Mar. 6,lQQO). 
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llhmdon of DOD’s Inventory Management 
aadIt4Problelns 

For the S-year period ending September 30,1988, the Army’s wholesale 
level inventory increased from $6.1 billion to $12 billion.” As of Septem- 
ber 30, 1988, unrequired inventory represented $2.6 billion, or 22 per- 
cent of the Army’s total inventory. That is a growth of 168 percent, 
compared to a 96-percent growth for the overall inventories since 1983. 
The largest growth, in terms of dollars, of unrequired inventory 
occurred at the Aviation Systems Command, one of the six Army buying 
commands. Its total inventory increased from $1.7 billion to $4 billion, 
an increase of 134 percent. However, its unrequired inventory increased 
from $207 million to $804 million, an increase of 289 percent. At this 
Command, we found that the unrequired inventory had increased pri- 
marily for the following reasons: 

l Inventory was being retained to support end items that were being 
phased out of the Army’s system. 

l Demands forecasted for items often did not materialize. 
. The database that computed requirements contained erroneous data. 

In July 1988, we reported7 on our visits to seven private sector compa- 
nies to identify their inventory management practices and obtain their 
views on such practices. We found that in the 19809, the private sector’s 
view of inventory management changed. Companies focused their atten- 
tion on reducing their overall investment in inventory, while maintain- 
ing levels of sales and customer support. Top managers-Chief 
Executive Officers and Chairmen of the Board-established goals to sig- 
nificantly lower inventory, thereby forcing their companies to rethink 
the way they did business. 

To meet the goal of reducing inventory while maintaining customer ser- 
vice levels, private companies began using just-in-time inspired tech- 
niques for improving the flow of inventory. Their changes took 
advantage of advances in transportation and automation. Some of the 
common techniques include simplifying the inventory-handling and deci- 
sion-making processes; automating the processes where appropriate; 
integrating the processes between the company and its suppliers, carri- 
ers, and customers, and within the company itself; and establishing con- 
trols in systems and operations. 

: Growth in Inventories That Exceed Requirements (GAO/NSIAD-M-68, 

7hventory Mmugeme~ ~acticea of Sekcted Private Sector Companies (GAO/NSIADSS-143BR, 
July 11,19@3. 
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We realize that total adoption of private practices by DOD is not possible 
due to their different missions. However, we believe that DOD could 
make substantial improvements through greater use of private industry 
approaches. We also believe DOD can improve its inventory management 
by instituting private sector concepts and procedures found to be suc- 
cessful in reducing inventory levels, such as top management involve- 
ment and aspects of the just-in-time concept. The Office of the Secretary 
of Defense has encouraged the military services to utilize the inventory 
management expertise available in the private sector, and the Navy has 
an Inventory Management Improvement Program. This is a step in the 
right direction, but topmanagement needs to monitor implementation of 
such initiatives. 

Duplication Occurs 
Due to Multiple 
Inventory Levels 

Since at least 1976, we have consistently advocated that DOD adopt a 
management philosophy where the wholesale item manager has visibil- 
ity, ownership, and control over items until the final user receives them. 
We also believe the duplication due to multiple inventory levels can be 
reduced. This offers considerable potential to reduce the amount of 
excess inventory and holding costs and to better control existing 
inventory. 

For example, the Army’s supply system consists of two levels-whole- 
sale and retail. When the Army wholesale level inventory manager 
issues an item, responsibility, accountability, and control over the item 
pass to the retail level inventory manager. Therefore, the wholesale 
level relies on the retail level to provide information on items that are 
excess to the retail level’s needs and are available for redistribution. 

Army wholesale item managers are often unaware that excess items 
may be at some locations and in short supply at others. This occurs pri- 
marily because retail level item managers do not report all of the excess 
items. Consequently, wholesale level item managers procure items that 
are excess at the retail level. Since 1976, we have noted that excess 
items in one location may not be reported and may be short in another 
location and be bought again. 

In January 1990, we reported8 that 13 Army retail-level activities we 
reviewed had over $134 million worth of spare and repair parts that 
were excess to their needs and had not been reported to the wholesale 

Would Enhmx Inventory Management and Readiness 
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Dhawloo of DOD’s Inventory -merit 
andItaProbk!ms 

level. These activities had $33 million of shortages, of which $8.4 million 
was for items that were excess at other locations. At the same time, 
managers at the three buying commands we reviewed were in the pro 
cess of spending $66.9 million for the same items that were excess at the 
retail level. We recommended that the Secretary of the Army establish a 
single supply system that provides the inventory supply system mana- 
ger with systemwide asset visibility and the authority to redistribute 
excesses from locations where they are not needed to locations where 
they are. DOD agreed that a single integrated supply system would 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of item management and said 
one of its fundamental goals is to ensure that the item manager has visi- 
bility of retail assets and the authority to direct the redistribution of 
assets among retail activities. 

The Navy has three levels of inventories: consumer inventories to fill 
demands from one activity, intermediate inventories to fill requisitions 
from several activities in a geographic area, and wholesale inventories 
to fill requisitions from the other inventory levels. For the most part, 
consumer inventories are located at a using activity and provide the 
quickest response to supply requests. Intermediate and wholesale inven- 
tories often are positioned together at supply centers and other stock 
points. 

In an October 1986 repo~$~ we concluded that the Navy could substan- 
tially reduce total inventories without increasing supply response time 
by (1) eliminating intermediate inventories that duplicate wholesale 
inventories, (2) eliminating intermediate inventories that duplicate con- 
sumer inventories, and (3) using average rather than maximum inven- 
tory levels to compute intermediate inventory requirements. 

Inventory F&cords Are Accurate inventory records are essential if management is to meet the 

Inaccurate 
needs of the operating units it supports and operate in a cost-effective 
manner. Inaccurate inventory records can result in stock that cannot be 
found, unnecessary purchases, critical supply shortages, and excess 
stock. All of these can have an adverse effect on the readiness and capa- 
bility of US. forces. In addition, if an agency does not know what it 
should have, it cannot tell when or if stock is stolen. 

“Navy supply: htemwdiate Inventmie~ Can Be F&d~ced (GAO/NSIAD-S7-19, Ckt. 28,lQW. 
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Diamdon of DOD’s Inventmy Management 
and Ita Problema 

We have repeatedly reported on inaccurate inventory records. In Decem- 
ber 1989,“’ we reported on inventory accuracy problems at two naval air 
stations. Between 38 percent and 21 percent of the inventory records 
sampled at the respective air stations had errors. In December 1987,” 
we indicated that data reported by the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
did not reflect actual inventory accuracy, which was worse than 
reported. 

Failure to promptly follow up and determine the causes of inaccurate 
inventory records has continued to be a problem. Although DOD has 
improved the policies and procedures that govern follow-up actions on 
inventory inaccuracies, they are not being routinely implemented. 

Physical Security of Adequate physical security of inventory assets is an integral part of 

Inventory Is 
Inadequate 

sound management controls. We have issued numerous reports citing the 
need to improve physical security for DOD’S inventory. There have been 
publicized cases involving stolen items, such as F-16 engines in Utah and 
weapon parts in New York. 

In October 1989, DOD issued a master plan for physical security, which is 
an important step towards improving physical security throughout DOD. 

One of the major systemic deficiencies cited in the plan was that despite 
the need for a focus on the potential of theft, no such emphasis appears 
to exist at either DOD or service staff levels. In its threat analysis, the 
master plan identifies pilferage and theft as the most common and 
annoying threat for security personnel. The analysis also says that 
yearly military installation property loss is high and will likely increase 
by millions of dollars if left uncontrolled.12 

Congressional, defense audit, and our reports over the past 16 years 
have shown the need to establish a minimum level of security standards 
for DOD resources. According to the master plan, effective resource allo- 
cation, establishment of priorities for physical security upgrades, and 
tradeoff decisions cannot be made effectively until DOD establishes 
what items need to be secured and how to secure them. 

: Naval Air Stations Have Inventory Accuracy Problems (GAO/NSIAMJO-46, 

1 2Department of Defense Physical Security Master Plan (Oct. 20, MS). 
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Discuwion of DOD’s Inventory Management 
and Ita Problema 

Controls Over As of September 1988, DOD reported it had $66.6 billion of property with 

Property Furnished to 
contractors. Since 1967, congressional committees and we have criti- 
cized DOD and the services for not having accountability and financial 

Coitractors Are 
Inadequate 

accounting controls over government property (material and equipment) 
furnished to contractors. Our May 1988 report? stated that the govern- 
ment has no assurance that its sizeable investment in property has been 
adequately protected, that the potential for mismanagement, fraud, and 
abuse has been minimized, and that it has received maximum benefits. 

Included in the $66.6 billion of DOD property with contractors is $14.3 
billion of government-furnished material. Since 1981, DOD and the ser- 
vices have repeatedly testified before the Congress that they were going 
to establish a financial management system to record, monitor, and 
account for the issuance of government material furnished to defense 
contractors. However, 9 years later the financial system still has not 
been established. As a result, contractors continue to maintain the gov- 
ernment’s only accountable record for billions of dollars of material that 
they requisition free of charge from DOD. 

Spare Parts Are Purchasing spares and repair parts prematurely or excess to require- 

Bought Too Early and 
ments could cause higher storage costs, unless requirements increase. In 
August 1989,‘4 we reported that for 31 items procured by the Army 

in Amounts That Tank-Automotive Command, an estimated $87 million in spare and 

Exceed Current Needs repair parts had been bought prematurely. Of these buys, about $30 mil- 
lion, or more than 34 percent of the original purchase amount, was no 
longer needed to meet requirements that had been projected at the time 
the purchases were initiated. 

Our January 1988 report’” showed that the Navy’s stock that exceeded 
requirements by a 24- or 30-month supply had significantly increased in 
recent years and was expected to rise to $14 billion in fiscal year 1988. 
The report discussed a number of changes that could be made in the 
requirements determination process to lower inventory levels and 
reduce excess inventory. For example, Navy policy required that when 
the economic order quantity is calculated to be less than 1 year, a year’s 

l:$ovemment property: DOD’S Management of the Propeky It Furnishes to Contractors (GAO/ 
N-161, May 26,1988). 

y Spares Too Soon Creates Excess Stocks and Increases Costs (GAO/ 

l”Economic Order Quantity and Item Essentiality Need More Chsideration (GAO/NSIADSS-64, 
Jan. 6,1988). 
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DkmeIon of DOD% Inventmy Mumgum& 
rndItrhBbklllS 

supply of material should be ordered. By ordering the economic order 
quantity rather than a l-year supply, the Navy could reduce the poten- 
tial for increasing excess stock and storage costs. We also reported that 
of $1 billion in procurement actions made by the Navy’s Aviation Sup 
ply Office, the Office had bought $133.7 million too early. 

This report also discussed safety level requirements. Maintaining a 
safety level of stock on hand is a form of insurance against unexpected 
demands or delays in delivery. We have reported that the methods used 
for determining safety levels do not consider whether the items are 
essential to carry out a military mission. Our 1988 report noted that the 
Navy’s Aviation Supply Office increased safety level requirements by an 
estimated $80.6 million by lowering the acceptable risk of being out of 
stock. We noted that Navy policies on acceptable risks and on mission 
essentiality have enabled almost every inventory item to have a safety 
level of stock. 

Our reviews recommending reduced initial buys of spare parts go back 
to at least 1972. We reported in March 1989 that $2.2 million was spent 
for initial spare parts for the AV-8B aircraftI However, almost 
$203,000 of this was spent for spare parts that probably would not be 
required during the plane’s first years of service. 

In July 1988,17 we reported that the Air Force had purchased about $742 
million in parts for the B-1B defensive avionics system. Many of the 
defensive avionics system’s parts already delivered were unusable or 
could be made unusable by the continuing development of the system. 
Unusable parts, at a minimum, would require additional funds for modi- 
fication. We concluded that the Air Force should reassess the quantities 
of parts on order because (1) many of the parts on order were in addi- 
tion to an initial 4 years of supply, (2) configuration changes were mak- 
ing the parts already delivered obsolete, (3) more changes were 
anticipated, and (4) testing had not been completed. 

We believe that requirements computations need to be carefully 
reviewed to ensure items are not bought too early or in excessive quanti- 
ties. Much is happening that would encourage lower DOD inventory 

QwahabkDedsbnsInacrsedInit&lSparesCo&sforAVSBAiruaft(GAO/ 

(GAO/NStAlM% 190, 
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levels. For example, reductions in total force levels are likely; antici- 
pated warning time for a conventional war in Europe has increased; 
Cold War tensions are lessening; and DOD’s budget seems likely to 
decrease. We have made many recommendations in the past that could 
help lead to lower inventory levels. 

Unneeded Buys Are 
Not Canceled 

the services are not canceling purchases for unneeded material. With 
DOD’S overcrowded warehouses, excess inventories, and reduced funding 
availability, it is extremely important that unneeded items are not 
bought. 

In our March 1990 report,18 we noted that DLA established relatively high 
thresholds for considering orders for cancellation. For example, at the 
Construction Supply Center contracts falling below $26,000 were not 
considered for termination, which excluded 98.6 percent of the Center’s 
contracts. Also, item managers were incorrectly recomputing require- 
ments or arbitrarily increasing requirements to avoid recommending ter- 
minations. Questionable decisions not to terminate were not reversed 
due to lax or nonexistent supervision. In addition, recommended termi- 
nations were ignored, and the required cost benefit analyses were not 
conducted. In our 1989 repo~$~~ we noted that the Air Force had signifi- 
cant amounts of invalid backorders for aircraft items. The Air Force had 
not conducted periodic checks to detect and cancel invalid backorders. 

Other Areas Needing DOD has a number of other areas we have identified that need to be con- 

Improvements 
sidered when improving the DOD supply system to reduce the possibility 
of theft, waste, and inefficiency. More specifically, we found that (1) 
controls over shipments are lax, (2) deficiencies exist in cataloging sup- 
ply items, (3) deficiencies exist in procurem ent of Air Force spare parts, 
(4) the services are not always using excess stocks, (6) warehouses are 
overcrowded, and (6) computerized systems have experienced problems. 

%efeme inventory: DefeMe Logbtka Agency’s Excavl Mpteriei on Order (GAO/NSIAMO- 105, 
Mm. 6, lseo). 

of Ba&mked Ahraft Items Needs Improvement 
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-1 
DlemwbnofDOD’rInv8ntory~t 
8nd It8 Problalu 

Controls Over Shipments DOD needs to improve its controls over material being shipped from one 

Are Lax location to another. For example, in July 19SS,20 we reported that supply 
depots did not accurately report receipts, and that DOD could not confirm 
receipt for 87 of 463 shipments in our sample. DOD could not determine 
whether the shipments were stolen or were received at depots but mis- 
placed. In general, the military services and DLA have not implemented 
adequate procedures to ensure that items they paid for are received. 

Deficiencies Exist in the The Federal Catalog System was established to improve accountability 

Cataloging of Supply Items and safeguard against buying items already in stock. However, the sys- 
tem is not achieving these goals. Our May 1988 reI.~rt*~ noted that the 
Federal Catalog System continues to fall short of its legislated mandate 
to distinguish unique items and prevent duplication of items. Many cata- 
loged items still are improperly named, inadequately described, lncor- 
rectly classified, and improperly numbered. Inadequate identification 
not only rest&s in poor cataloging, but is likely to result in buying dupll- 
cative stock and stocking the same items under different identification 
numbers and somewhat different descriptions. Besides spending money 
for duplicative stock, millions of dollars can be spent needlessly to enter 
and maintain the duplicate items in the catalog system. 

Deficiencies Exist in the Cur reports have noted that the Air Force missed opportunities to save 

Procurement of Air Force costs by buying parts directly from the manufacturer for the C-SB air- 

Spare Parts craft and the BlB aircraft. 

In May 1988,z we reported that inappropriate procurement practices 
may have resulted in the Air Force paying between $13 and $19 million 
more than necessary for C-SB spare parts. The additional costs were 
incurred because the Air Force purchased the spare parts indirectly 
through the prime contractor rather than dire&y from the parts ven- 
dor. This action wascontrary to Air Force policy. 

*“Inventory Management: Receipt Cow Problems (GAO/NSIAD&%l79, July 14,1968). 

p ’ Federal Cat&g System: Contiming Item Identification Problems (GAO/NSIAD-SS- 12 1, May 6, 
1988). 

“‘l’mmmen~ Spare Parta and Support Equipmen 
NSIAIWBFIBR 

t for Air Force Cb Transport Aircraft (GAO/ 
, May 23,lQW. 
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Appendix1 
Dimmdon of DOD’B Inventory bnagement 
8nd It8 Problenla 

In November 1987,23 we reported that the Air Force did not take full 
advantage of breakout opportunities during initial provisioning for the 
B-1B. Our analysis of 34 parts included in the initial procurements of 
B-1B spares disclosed that none were bought directly from the manufac- 
turers even though 26 of the items qualified for direct purchase, and for 
some of the parts identical items had been purchased from the manufac- 
turers at lower prices. 

The Services Are Not 
Always Using Excess 
Stocks 

In November 1989,” we reported that the Army could reduce costs in its 
depot-level repair program by using excess stock. Depot-level repair pro- 
grams involve complex repair, such as engine overhaul or rebuilding, 
and could use these assets and save repair costs. 

The Army’s program to identify excess stock available for these repair 
programs is not effective because it cannot match the excess stock to the 
depot repair programs. However, one inventory control point developed 
a method to match these stocks with the applicable program. At our 
request, five inventory control points used that methodology to identify 
$69.6 mihion in stock that could have been used in fiscal year 1989. By 
using these stocks instead of repairing unserviceable ones, we estimate 
the Army could have reduced its repair costs by $14.9 million. 

In June 1989,s we reported that the Air Force’s fiscal year 1989 require- 
ments for stock-funded aircraft items did not consider $186.2 million of 
applicable depot supply level assets that were available to satisfy these 
requirements. As a result, requirements for the affected items were 
overstated. 

Warehouses Are Nl Normally, using 86 percent of available warehouse space is considered 
the optimum level required to avoid multiple handling and rewarehous- 
ing of material and to maintain inventory location accuracy. In Decem- 
ber 1986, DOD notified the services and DLA that warehouses were almost 
filled to 88-percent capacity, with several large depots filled much 
higher. In a September 1989 report on supply facilities, DOD pointed out 

23~ FOG mt: More BlB Sparea Should Have Been Bought Directly From Mamhcturers 
(Cl’AaFrswwgn, Nov. 141987). 

haeta in Depot-Level Repair Program Could Reduce Costs 

of Backordered Aim-aft Items Needs Improvement 
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that overcrowded warehouses affect how efficiently a depot can be run. 
This report says DOD’S warehouses are about 91 percent full (Army-S6 
percent; Navy-96 percent; Air Force-97 percent; and nm-93 
percent). 

Even though large inventories should enable item managers to fill 
orders, overcrowded warehouses can make it more difficult for them to 
properly store and locate stock. Inaccurate records further complicate 
this. Further, smaller better targeted inventories should result in more 
efficient warehousing at a much reduced cost. 

Automated Systems Have According to DOD, new computer systems will fix the problems identified 

Problems in some of our reports. However, this often does not occur because of 
delays or design problems. In addition, new computer systems are not 
always being procured in the most cost-effective manner. 

In May 1989,20 we reported on the Air Force Logistics Command’s Logis- 
tics Management System Modernization Program. This program, which 
began in 1984, consists of 9 separate acquisition projects designed to 
replace and modernize 94 computer systems that help the Command 
manage spare parts and keep weapons systems in a state of readiness. 
The total cost will likely exceed $2 billion. We found that the Command 
(1) had reduced the scope of the original program by removing 20 of the 
existing systems it originally intended to replace and (2) could ade- 
quately support only about $1.9 billion of the about $12.2 billion in cost 
savings originally projected to result from the modernization program. 

In December 19&3,n we reported that the Navy should assess less costly 
ways to implement its stock point system.% The Navy decided to keep 
the existing system with 38 stock points as host sites and 66 satellite 
sitesa However, two Navy studies indicated that the cost of implement- 
ing and operating automated systems such as this one can be reduced by 

2sAir Force ADR Evaluations Needed to Substantjate Modemization Program Benefits (GAO/ 
zB,Mayii lQ69) t * 

: Navy Needs to Asseas Less costly Ways to Implement Its Stock Point System 
1. 

2sSpare parts for Navy ships and abuaft zw warehoused at and distributed from stock points. Stock 
points rely extewively on automation to manage Navy inventory valued at about $30 billion. 

2RTheNavyussshostandsatelMteha&vare prrengementbthe host stock point has the mainframe 
mlputermd-thedatabMe.-~point8use~ or microwmputers to 
aaxaa information from the host% da&base by vsrious forms of telecommunications. 
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decreasing the number of host sites and increasing the number of satel- 
lite sites. 

Top Management 
Attention Is Crucial 

To cure its inventory management problems, DOD needs to change its 
“corporate culture” and streamline its organizational structure. A 
change in management’s mindset is needed. Because of budget deficits 
and efforts to reduce defense funding, DOD needs to act on past recom- 
mendations for reducing the cost of its inventories. 

The Defense Management Report with its emphasis on streamlining 
seems to be a step in the right direction. However, too often in the past 
good intentions have produced little change. DOD needs to ensure that 
this does not happen again. With the Defense Management Report’s 
focus on reducing costs, care needs to be taken so the final result is a 
supply system that operates smoothly and efficiently, and does not 
degrade readiness, but has in place substantial controls to prevent mis- 
management, fraud, and abuse. 

The key to resolving the long-standing logistics issues rests with top 
management in the services and DOD. Until such time that logistics issues 
receive their fair share of attention from top management, including fol- 
low-up to ensure that proposed corrective actions are taken, it is 
unlikely that any of the lower level managers will give serious attention 
to the matters. 

A 1986 study by the Logistics Management InstitutxF found that top 
management in the private sector was extensively involved and commit- 
ted in all the successful companies surveyed. Active, positive, and ener- 
getic direction from the highest management levels within the 
corporation was a key ingredient in the innovative inventory reduction 
programs reviewed. 

Typically, this management direction came in two distinct phases. This 
two-stage corporate approach first concentrated on easy inventory 
reduction targets and then used a highly visible management program to 
attack more difficult areas requiring procedural or systems changes. 
This program imposed changes from top management and made inven- 
tory reduction a corporate-level issue. 

““Inventory Management: Beneficial Practices from the Private Sector (Feb. 1986). 
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In the initial stage, broad inventory-reduction goals were established 
without the benefit of extensive analysis and without major changes to 
established inventory management systems and procedures. The 
assumption behind these first stage inventory reductions-one that 
proved to be quite accurate in all cases-was that there was enough 
cushion in current inventories to absorb these basic cuts. Reduction 
objectives of 20 to 30 percent of current inventories were common. 
Although the goals were arbitrary, the importance of inventory reduc- 
tion to corporate survival was well understood throughout the company, 
and the inventory reduction initiative was a part of a highly visible, 
corporatewide program. In the second stage, the inventory reduction 
effort was expanded to an analysis of policies, procedures, and inven- 
tory management systems to meet a goal of reducing inventory in spe- 
cific areas where potential savings were feasible after related operating 
changes. 

In our study of inventory management practices of private sector 
firtns,)l all seven companies we visited had inventory reduction goals. 
Two consistent factors seemed to characterize companies that were 
striving for significant and enduring reductions in their levels of inven- 
tory. First, top management was dedicated to and persistent in bringing 
about operational change. Second, the companies were managing change 
by focusing on the entire business or operation cycle. 

We believe DOD can learn much from the experiences of the private sec- 
tor. Top management involvement is crucial. We also think DOD needs to 
establish indicators that concentrate on items in addition to “fill” rates 
and carefully review inventory requirements based on changing condi- 
tions and item essentiality. Also, top management needs to ensure that 
recommendations for improvements by others and us are actually imple- 
mented and not just added to policies and procedures. 

(GAO/NSIAD-SS-143BR, 
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DOD Inventorv Management: Revised Policies Needed CGAO/NSIAD-~~-~S. 
Jan. 14,1933) 

On October 27, 1987, we testified on DOD inventory management before 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs. Our testimony focused 
on three areas: (1) the accuracy of inventory records, (2) the effective- 
ness of research to identify the causes of inventory discrepancies, and 
(3) the physical protection of DOD assets, We discussed these issues 
within the framework of the increased growth in the value of DOD’S 

inventory of secondary items. 

In the last several years, DOD audit agencies and we have issued numer- 
ous reports addressing serious inventory management deficiencies, such 
as inaccurate inventory records, poor physical inventory controls, and 
inadequate controls and accountability over government property fur- 
nished to contractors. 

DOD was supposed to evaluate how the services and DLA manage invento- 

riesintheircustody,yetit does nothaveaccurate datatodothis.If DOD 
is to tackle the problem of inventory accuracy, we believe that it has to 
go beyond what it has been doing or trying to do for several years- 
refining current policies and procedures and attempting to monitor 
compliance. 

DOD needs to place emphasis on identifying the systemic causes of inven- 
tory accuracy problems. However, because of causative research prob- 
lems, DOD does not have the data it needs to assess where the basic 
problems are. We believe that there is too much emphasis on making 
adjustments which are then researched primarily to determine whether 
the adjustments can be reversed. In this case, the goal is apparently to 
report higher inventory accuracy rates. Additionally, the services some- 
times do not correct their inventory records when discrepancies are dis- 
covered. The records should be corrected to reflect what inventories are 
actually on hand because item managers need such information to make 
day-today supply management decisions. 

Inventory Management: Problems in Accountability and Security of DOD 

Supply Inventories (GAO/NSIAD~S~O~BR, May 23,1986) 

We identified potentially significant supply-management problems at all 
levels in the areas of receipt confirmation, records accuracy, inventory 
taking, reconciliation and research of inventory discrepancies, and phys- 
ical security. Also, our concurrent review of over 300 prior DOD and GAO 
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reports showed that most of these systemic problems have existed for 
years. 

Although the DOD components have taken some corrective actions in 
response to these past reports, their actions have not corrected the root 
causes of these repetitive problems. The services and DLA continue to 
experience significant inaccuracies in inventory records and physical 
inventory adjustments. In many cases, causative research cannot deter- 
mine the underlying reasons for the inventory discrepancies. Until these 
deficiencies are corrected, adequate accountability over supply system 
inventories will not be achieved. In addition, the lack of adequate physi- 
cal security over some inventories results in a great potential for theft, 
waste, and misplacement. 

DOD’s Inventories 
Have Grown 

(GAO/NSULLWO-M, Mar. 22,199O) 

As of September 30,1988, unrequired inventory (items that exceeded 
approved requirements) represented $2.6 billion, or 22 percent of the 
Army’s total inventory. That is a growth of 168 percent compared to 96 
percent growth for the overall inventories since 1983. The largest 
growth, in terms of dollars, in unrequired inventory occurred at the Avi- 
ation Systems Command, one of the six Army buying commands. 

We determined that more timely and aggressive actions by item manage- 
ment officials could have reduced the procurement of unneeded items. 
In some cases, information was available to show that the items were 
not needed before the procurement contracts were awarded. In other 
cases, such information became available shortly after the contract 
award. However, the Army has not developed a systematic approach to 
evaluating when unneeded purchases should be canceled, reduced, or 
allowed to proceed. We also found that inaccurate data in the require- 
ments database contributed to the growth of unrequired inventory. 

Defense Inventory: Growth in Navy Ship and Submarine Parts (GAO/ 

NsIAMO-111, Mar. 6, 1990) 

The Navy’s inventory of ship and submarine parts increased from $2.7 
billion in 1980 to $9.3 billion in 1988, or 244 percent. In 1988,40 percent 
($3.7 billion) of the Navy’s inventory of ship and submarine parts was 
unrequired. We sampled these stocks and found that the major causes 
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for the unrequired inventory were requirements that did not material- 
ize, deactivation of older ships, and replacement and phasing out of 
equipment. We also found that unrequired inventory could be minimized 
by ensuring that items being replaced or phased out are not unnecessa- 
rily purchased or repaired. We estimated that the Navy was spending 
$24 million annually to store and manage 140,000 items that could 
never be used. 

Defense Inventory: Growth in Air Force and Navy Unrequired Aircraft 
P~~~~(GAO/NSIADWZ~OO, Mar.6,1990) 

DOD'S inventory of aircraft parts grew from $17.3 billion in 1980 to 
$63.6 billion in 1988. The inventory of unrequired aircraft parts 
increased at a faster rate than required stocks. Among the major causes 
of unrequired inventory growth for aircraft items, we found procure- 
ment management practices was a contributor to growth in unrequired 
stock. Also, some DOD and Air Force initiatives to improve their reports 
could reduce visibility over unrequired stock and, consequently, mask 
the need for management attention. Required stocks held to meet other 
than current-year requirements grew significantly, and were more likely 
to become obsolete or experience declining demand before they were 
needed. 

The reduced oversight and growth in years of required stock suggested 
that unrequired stocks could continue to grow. Also, holding more years 
of stock resulted in larger required inventories without a stated policy 
to increase requirements. 

Defense Inventory: Growth in Secondary hems (GAO/NSLAD&b18~BR, 

July 19,1988) 

The value of DOD's secondary inventories increased about $61 billion 
between 1980 and 1987, from about $43 billion to about $94 billion. 
Navy and Air Force inventories grew the most, with increases of about 
$19 billion and $18 billion, respectively. The greatest growth throughout 
DOD was in aircraft components and parts, which grew $30.6 billion. 

Required stocks grew about $27 billion between 1980 and 1987, while 
stocks in excess of requirements grew about $19 billion. About $6 billion 
of the inventory growth was unstratified. The percentage increase in 
unrequired stocks (186 percent) was more than double the percentage 
increase in required stocks (84 percent). 
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Inventory Management: Practices of Selected Private Sector Companies 
(GAO/N%WXLI@BR, July11,1988) 

We visited seven private sector companies to identify their inventory 
management practices and to obtain their views on such practices. 
Because the private sector changed its views during the 198Os, compa- 
nies began to focus their attention on reducing overall investment in 
inventory while maintaining levels of sales and customer support. Top 
managers-Chief Executive Officers and Chairmen of the Board- 
established goals that significantly lowered inventory, thereby forcing 
their companies to rethink the way they did business. To accomplish 
this, companies formed multidisciplinary planning groups since inven- 
tory affects many aspects of company operations. To meet the goals of 
reducing inventory while maintaining customer service levels, these 
companies began using just-in-time inspired techniques for improving 
the flow of inventory. 

All seven companies we visited had inventory reduction goals. For 
example, one company had set a goal of a W-percent reduction in inven- 
tory over the next 6 years. The operating unit within this company had 
set a 2-year goal of reducing inventory by 20 percent in 1987 and 
another 10 percent in 1988. This unit stated it had actually reduced 
inventory by about 13 percent over an &month period ending in March 
1987. 

Two consistent factors seemed to characterize companies that were 
striving for significant and enduring reductions in their inventory levels. 
First, top management was dedicated to and persistent in bringing about 
operational change. Second, the companies were managing change by 
focusing on the entire business or operation cycle. The officials 
addressed such basic questions as “What is our business?” and “How 
can we improve our business?” 

Duplication Occurs 
Due to Multiple 

Army Inventory: A Single Supply System Would Enhance Inventory 
Management and Readiness (GAO/NSIAD-~O~~, Jan. 26,199O) 

Inventory LRvels The 13 retail-level activities (division-sized units) that we reviewed had 
over $184 million worth of spare and repair parts that were excess to 
their needs and had not been reported to the wholesale level. These 
units had $33 million of shortages, of which $8.4 million was for items 
that were excess at other locations. At the same time, managers at the 
three buying commands we reviewed were in the process of procuring 
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$66.9 million for 1,669 of the same items that were excess at the retail 
level. The inability of the Army to redistribute the excesses impairs the 
readiness of the units that need the items and results in unnecessary 
costs. 

At the time of our report, the alternatives the Army was pursuing to 
solve many of the problems did not provide for complete vertical inte- 
gration between the wholesale and retail levels. Thus, we concluded 
these improvements would not fully address the excess inventory and 
redistribution problems we identified. 

The retail-level activities were not complying with Army regulations 
that require that excess items be reported and returned to the whole 
sale-level supply system. Therefore, we recommended that the Secretary 
of the Army establish a single supply system that would provide the 
inventory supply system manager with systemwide asset visibility and 
the authority to redistribute excesses from locations where they are not 
needed to locations where they are. 

Inventory Management: Army Needs to Reduce Retail Level Excesses 
~GAO/NSIAD-87-197. fh!Dt. 2.198’7) 

Item managers at the National Inventory Control Points were often una- 
ware that items were excess at certain locations and in short supply at 
other locations. This occurred primarily because item managers at the 
retail level did not report all of the excess items. Consequently, situa- 
tions developed where excess items at the retail level were also being 
procured by the National Inventory Control Points. If the item managers 
had had complete and accurate information on excess retail level items, 
the items could have been redistributed to locations where they were 
needed. Thus, procurements could have been delayed or reduced. 

Navy Supply: Intermediate Inventories Can Be Reduced (GAO/NSIAD~~-~Q, 

Oct. 28,1986) 

We reported that the Navy could substantially reduce total inventories 
without increasing supply response times by 

l eliminating intermediate inventories that were collocated with whole- 
sale inventories, 

. eliminating intermediate inventories that duplicated consumer invento- 
ries, and 
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. using average rather than maximum inventory levels to compute inter- 
mediate inventory requirements. 

The Navy also could have reduced supply response times without 
increasing inventories by (1) exerting more control over the requisition 
priority system and (2) improving systems for reviewing and processing 
requisitions and for updating inventory records. 

The Army Has Not Effectively Used Vertical Inventory Management 
Techniques (PLRD@%- 11, Oct. 28,1982) 

In prior reports we strongly advocated adoption of vertical management 
techniques to improve supply performance. We remained convinced that 
vertical management was the approach to use. In support of our posi- 
tion, the Navy and Air Force implemented vertical management controls 
over large segments of their inventories. 

The Army lagged far behind the other services in adopting vertical man- 
agement. It had not embraced the concept as a whole, and its primary 
attempt at vertical management, the Selected Item Management System- 
Expanded (s-x), had been replete with problems and delays. We 
believed that most Army items should be vertically managed, although 
fmt the problems in implementing SIMSX needed to be solved, and at a 
minimum the Army needed to use manual procedures to redistribute 
excess assets until the computer systems were installed. 

Improved Management of Fleet Supplies and Spare Parts Can Save Mil- 
lions Without Affecting Readiness (PLRD-81-59, Sept. 11,198l) 

Our prior reviews on the Navy’s supply support for submarines, aircraft 
carriers, and non-automated combat surface ships disclosed large 
excesses of spare parts and supplies on some ships which were not 
available when needed to fill shortages on other ships. Also, substantial 
investments were made for unneeded parts and supplies, while other 
critically needed items were in short supply. We concluded that future 
investments in stocks for those ships could be reduced substantially and 
recommended specific actions to achieve the reductions. 

In this review, we found that the Navy had acted on some of the earlier 
recommendations and had achieved savings of at least $89 million. How- 
ever, the Navy had taken little or no action on other recommendations. 
We believed additional opportunities were available for the Navy to 
save as much as $94 million over a S-year period on the procurement of 
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repair parts and supplies. We believed these savings could be accom- 
plished by improving 

l shipboard supply management policies and controls to ensure that (1) 
excess inventories were not retained aboard ship after supply overhauls 
and (2) the Navy adopted a stockage criterion which is standard among 
the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets and one that would produce the best 
results in terms of requisitions and stock excessing actions; 

. visibility over shipboard supply by insisting that authorized allowances 
be adhered to; 

. the process for identifying, redistributing, and off-loading excess materi- 
als on a timely basis; and 

l the accuracy rate of physical inventories. 

Opportunities Still Exist for the Army to Save Millions Annually 
through Improved Retail Inventory Management (~~~-81-16, Jan. 19, 
1981) 

We reported to the Secretary of Defense in November 1976 that the 
Army could save tens of millions of dollars annually through improved 
management of inventories at installations and divisions (called retail 
inventories). DOD agreed and advised us of a number of corrective 
actions that the Army would take to bring about the desired improve- 
ments. We found that the Army had made little progress in resolving the 
previously disclosed retail inventory management problems and that 
opportunities for savings of $126 million existed. For example, Army 
retail supply activities continued to hold for prolonged periods tens of 
millions of dollars of stock excesses that were critically needed else- 
where. These problems continued to exist because prescribed policies 
and procedures were either inadequate or were not being followed and 
because of inadequacies in computerized logistics systems. 

The Air Force Can Reduce Inventories by Eliminating Unneeded Stock 
kvek (Lm76-425, June 17,19n) 

We had previously reported on opportunities available to the Air Force 
for reducing its inventory investment, suggesting that it eliminate 
unneeded demand-supported and war reserve requirements. This report . discussed ways the Air Force could have further reduced its inventories 
by eliminating unneeded stock levels. Based on our suggestions, we 
believed the Air Force could have reduced its funds tied up in invento- 
ries by getting rid of unnecessary special level and safety level stocks. 
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We pointed out the potential for eliminating redundant stockage levels 
by increased reliance on item managers to manage the item throughout 
the entire Air Force supply system redistributing assets when needed, 
instead of establishing additional stock levels. 

Improved Inventory Management Could Provide Substantial Economies 
for the Army (LCG76-206, Nov. 21,1975) 

In 1975, Army installations and combat divisions in the continental 
United States stocked and managed over $200 million worth of invento- 
ries. Our prior reviews and Army Audit Agency reviews revealed man- 
agement problems of these inventories which adversely affected supply 
responsiveness and economy. 

Previously disclosed problems still existed at the five installations and 
four divisions we reviewed. Also, additional opportunities for significant 
improvements existed. For example, we found that invalid past 
demands were used to compute stock requirements, stock excesses were 
not identified and canceled or redistributed in a timely manner, and 
acceptable levels of stock record accuracy were not achieved. 

As a result of these problems, we estimated that Army installations and 
divisions in the continental United States were over-requisitioning and 
holding in excess of local needs tens of millions of dollars worth of stock 
yearly that were needed elsewhere. 

These problems continued to exist primarily because of inadequacies in 
computerized logistics systems and because prescribed policies and pro- 
cedures were either not being observed or were inadequate. 

Department of Defense Stock Funds-Accomplishments, Problems, and 
Ways to Improve (B-159797, Apr. 2,1974) 

Along with improved communications, transportation, and electronic 
data processing, stock funds contributed to better supply management. 
Significant reductions in inventory could be directly attributable to 
stock fund management. 

DOD urged the military services to discontinue using a horizontal (inven- 
tory at wholesale level owned by wholesale stock fund managers and 
inventory at retail level owned by retail stock fund managers) stock 
fund system and to use a vertical (inventory at both wholesale and 
retail levels owned by same stock fund manager) stock fund system. 
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However, only the Air Force indicated a willingness to use a vertical 
stock fund system. We believed that all the military services should 
have used the vertical system since it offered several advantages over 
the horizontal system. For example: 

Inventories could be significantly reduced since the user would get 
direct support from wholesale stocks. 
Duplicate inventory functions could be eliminated which would result in 
significant savings. 
The specialized support depots operated by the Defense Supply Agency 
could be eliminated. 

A June 1973 report by the Logistics Management Institute, Financing of 
Army Inventory, recommended that the Army change to a vertical stock 
fund system. The Institute cited advantages for changing to a vertical 
stock fund similar to those listed above and estimated that the Army 
could save 600 staff years by reducing administrative work load in bill- 
ing and reconciliations between fund levels. 

Economies Available through Improved Management of Navy Shipboard 
Inventories (B125057, Apr. 9,1973) 

An estimated $5.8 million worth of excess inventories were loaded on 57 
new ships because of delays in applying an improved supply support 
concept to these ships. Excess ship repair parts valued at $2.3 million 
were accumulated at two private shipyards because outfitting invento- 
ries for 14 ships were purchased before firm requirements were estab- 
lished. Millions of dollars worth of excess outfitting were held at private 
shipyards for periods of up to 5 years. 

An estimated $59 million worth of excess inventories were accumulated 
aboard Navy ships during the 3-year period between supply overhauls. 
Between $11 and $29 million worth could have been used to support 
other ships. The Navy did not have an adequate system for promptly 
identifying and redistributing some ships’ excesses. As a result, inven- 
tory excesses were held on board ships for periods of up to 3 years. 
Inaccurate recordkeeping and improper requisitioning practices contrib- 
uted to the accumulation of shipboard excesses. 
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Inventory Records Are 
Navy Supply: Naval Air Stations Have Inventory Accuracy Problems 

Inaccurate 
(GAO/NSIAMO-G Dee 7 1989) , *9 
We found that air station inventory records had a high rate of error. 
Also, internal controls that would have helped ensure record accuracy 
were not in place, and key management indicators showed a picture of 
much more accurate inventory records than actually existed. At the two 
air stations, we found that 38 percent and 21 percent of the inventory 
records sampled had errors. 

Inventory Management: Air Force Inventory Accuracy Problems (GAO/ 

NSIAD-SS-133, May 12,1988) 

We reported that the Air Force had implemented a variety of policies 
and practices to improve inventory management and the accuracy of 
inventory reports. However, although the Air Force had made consider- 
able progress in improving inventory control, record accuracy-how 
often the inventory record and the on-hand material balances agree- 
continued to be a problem. The Air Force also continued to experience 
problems in conducting adequate causative research into the differences 
between physical inventory counts and its records. Physical security 
over inventory assets also needed to be improved. 

Navy Inventory Management: Inventory Accuracy Problems (GAO/ 

N-, Mar. 4,I988> 

Although the Navy had improved its inventory management procedures, 
the Norfolk Naval Supply Center and the Ships Parts Control Center still 
had problems maintaining accurate inventory records. Inventory accu- 
racy reporting remained unreliable, thereby impairing the accuracy of 
information available to Navy decisionmakers. 

Inventory Management: Supply Problems at the 90th Army Reserve 
Command (GAO/N~IAD~~~~ BR, Feb. 5,19SS) 

Our work at the units suggested that, although steps had been taken to 
improve supply management, problems identified by the Army Audit 
Agency persisted. Unit officers believed that these problems resulted, in 
part, from difficulties inherent in reserve components. We concluded 
that although such difficulties could have made supply and property 
accountability problems at the reserve level challenging to resolve, 
improvements were possible. 
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Inventory Management: Defense Logistics Agency Inventory Accuracy 
Problems CGAO/NSLADS~-~Q. Dec. 24. 1987) 

We found that data reported by DLA, as required in DOD'S Inventory Con- 
trol Effectiveness report, did not reflect actual inventory accuracy con- 
ditions at DLA depots. Criteria for reporting record accuracy, which is 
based only on variances over $800, may not have been appropriate for 
DLA which, unlike the services, manages a large volume of low value, 
consumable items. We also found that although efforts were made to 
determine the causes of inventory inaccuracies, causative research 
could have been more effective had DLA researched a sample of adjust- 
ments of $800 or less to determine if there were trends or systemic con- 
cerns that needed attention. Finally, physical security over inventories 
continued to need improvement. 

Navy’s Progress in Improving Physical Inventory Controls and the Mag- 
nitude. Causes. and Imnact of Inventorv Record Inaccuracies in the 
Army, Air Force and Defense Logistics Agency (GAO/NSLW-WQ, Nov. 4, 
1983) 

We reported that the Navy had made good progress in executing a plan 
of action to improve physical inventory controls and security over sup 
ply system inventories. However, the magnitude and impact of the 
inventory accuracy problems in the Army, Air Force, and DLA were 
much greater than previously recognized by DOD and its components. 
The value of physical inventory adjustments reported by these agencies 
significantly understated the true extent of their inventory record inac- 
curacies. Acceptable levels of inventory record accuracy were not being 
achieved because the basic causes of recurring errors were generally not 
being identified and corrected. These conditions were due to inadequate 
management emphasis and priority, noncompliance with DOD’S policy, as 
well as inadequacies in the policy and implementing procedures and 
practices, a shortage of qualified personnel, and a lack of individual 
accountability for action affecting inventory record accuracy. 

Our review and agency audits showed that continuing significant inven- 
tory record inaccuracies in the Army, Air Force, and DLA frequently had 
an adverse impact on supply economies and degraded the readiness of 
military forces. For example, at an Air Force logistics center, three 
unresolved physical inventory losses of cable assemblies over a 35-day 
period in 1982 contributed to the grounding of 40 C-141 aircraft. We 
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also found that improvements were needed in the procedures and prac- 
tices followed by the Army, Air Force, and DLA in identifying and cor- 
recting the causes of recurring major inventory record errors. 

The Air Force Equipment Management System Still Does Not Assure 
Control of Nonexpendable Equipment (GAO/NSIAD-S3-20, July 28,1983) 

We reviewed how the Air Force Equipment Management System 
accounted for nonexpendable equipment valued at over $15 billion. The 
system was intended to help managers efficiently equip individual units 
and develop effective budget and procurement plans. 

Recognizing long-standing problems, the Air Force modernized its Equip 
ment Management System and tried to establish inventory baseline data 
for all assets, but system weaknesses limited assurance that require- 
ments were based on accurate and complete information. To determine 
net requirements for inclusion in ita budget, the Air Force identified 
gross requirement8 and subtracted equipment on hand. However, the 
system’s problems in accounting for equipment on hand hindered the 
Air Force’s ability to compute quantities of equipment to include in its 
budget. For example, key feeder systems to the system’s data bank were 
not providing accurate and complete data, and certain categories of 
assets continued to present problems. Also, the modernized system was 
not yet validating and reconciling reported data, and item managers 
were no longer performing the required manual reconciliations. 

Army and Navy Controls Over Inventories (~~~-78-247, Oct. 24,1978) 

Reports issued several years’ before this report described extensive 
inaccuracies in inventory records. Since that time, DOD and individual 
military services issued regulations and took other actions designed to 
improve the controls over inventories. Nevertheless, this study showed 
that established performance standards often still were not met and that 
further improvements were possible. 

This study showed that the inaccuracies and other inventory problems 
had continued. Because the deficiencies and their causes had continued 
from earlier reviews and indicated problems which continued to occur 
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despite DOD efforts to correct them, it was difficult to devise a specific 
solution. 

We noted that due to the importance of the physical inventory program 
and its benefits to supply management effectiveness, both had to be 
emphasized. Also, top management officials needed to be more critical 
when performance standards were not met and get more directly 
involved in correcting the inventory problems. Increased internal audit 
coverage was also needed. Further, DOD should not overlook the possibil- 
ity of fraud and theft as causes for the large inventory discrepancies we 
reported. 

Improvements Needed in Managing Nonexpendable End-Item Equipment 
in the Air Force (~m74-410, Feb. 26,1974) 

We tested the accuracy of the Air Force’s new Equipment Management 
System to determine whether management was provided with current, 
complete, and accurate information on which to base budget, procure- 
ment, and other decisions concerning this equipment. We had previously 
reported on weaknesses in the system for managing this equipment. 

We reported that, because unreliable data were used to compute require- 
ments, the need to buy equipment valued at $632 million as determined 
by the Air Force was questionable. Also, causes for unreliable data being 
used could have been eliminated or minim&d within the system by (1) 
strengthening system design and procedures and improving the accu- 
racy of source data, (2) emphasizing to the Air Force commands and 
bases the need to report accurate and complete data into the system, 
and (3) providing intensive training of personnel and ensuring in-depth 
management review of system products. Management was not always 
provided with reliable data for making decisions to buy, budget, hold or 
release equipment. 

Need for Improvement in the System for Managing Nonexpendable 
Equipment (B-133361, Dec. 6,1967) 

As in 1961, this review was limited to nonexpendable equipment in the 
Air Force supply system, such as generators, shop and test equipment, 
and machine tools-items which were not considered consumed when 
issued, nor did they lose their identity during use. 
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We found that the Air Force had made significant improvements in its 
procedures for managing nonexpendable equipment. We believed, how- 
ever, that there was a need for further improvement in management 
controls over the two major elements of the equipment management sys- 
tem-the accuracy of reports of assets in use and the validity of equip 
ment requirements. 

We found that incomplete inventory information was reported and used 
in the fiscal year 1966 requirements computations. Our review showed 
that equipment valued at about $44 million was neither reported for use 
in computing requirements nor otherwise accounted for. In addition, we 
found that the practices followed at the base level in taking physical 
inventories did not provide the necessary controls over assets to ensure 
that all assets would be counted and that the same assets would not be 
counted twice. 

Review of Management Within the Department of the Air Force of 
Replacement Equipment (B-133361, June 30,196l) 

We found that millions of dollars’ worth of replacement equipment was 
needlessly purchased in fiscal year 1960 because the Air Force did not 
have an effective means of knowing the quantity and location of the 
equipment it already owned. Our review was limited to about 1 percent 
of the items and 12 percent of the value of the $2.8 billion inventory 
reported. In this review we established that about $164 million worth of 
the items selected for examination had been previously procured, but 
was neither included by using organizations in the inventory reports 
used in computing the requirements nor otherwise accounted for. 

On the basis of our review, we estimated that over $6.7 million worth of 
replacement equipment purchased in fiscal year 1960 could have been 
avoided, and requirements for another $12.8 million, on which procure- 
ment was deferred principally for lack of funds, could have been elimi- 
nated had the Air Force maintained effective control over the equipment 
procured and received in the supply system. 

Physical Security of Supply Security: Air Force Controls Need to Be Strengthened (GAO 3 

Inventory Is 
NSIAD-S9-34, Jan. 12,1989) 

Inadeqwke We found that the Clark Air Base 3rd Supply Squadron processed most 
material receipts as required. However, we found several weaknesses 
that increased the chance of fraud, waste, and abuse. These weaknesses 
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included not reporting certain shipping discrepancies, not verifying and 
analyzing discrepancies, inadequate physical security, and insufficiently 
separating duties for the receipt and issuance of supplies, 

Ammunition and Explosives: Improved Controls Are Needed to Reduce 
Thefts at Fort Bragg and Camp Pendleton (GAO/NSIADSS-3, Nov. 22,1988) 

We found that, generally, the appropriate ammunition and explosive 
procedures were followed and provided a substantial measure of control 
at Camp Pendleton. However, some ammunition and explosives were 
still being stolen and further improvements in controls were necessary. 
Some units had not complied with the base’s controls for ammunition 
and explosives management and accountability. Also, Camp Pendleton 
commands had not used the results of their compliance inspections, and 
inspections of training ranges were not thorough. Marines were not 
always searched for ammunition and explosives when leaving the train- 
ing ranges because searches, while allowed at the discretion of com- 
manding officers, were not required. 

Although Fort Bragg had improved its ammunition and explosives con- 
trols, we found that opportunities still existed for improvement. Fort 
Bragg’s policies and practices discouraged soldiers from promptly 
returning ammunition and explosives to its ammunition supply point 
after training, thereby increasing the opportunity for theft. Officials 
often did not correct deficiencies noted during compliance inspections. 

Physical Security: Protection of Assets at U.S. Navy Bases (GAO/ 

NS-, Oct. 26,1987) 

We reviewed the Navy’s internal controls for protecting assets and facil- 
ities. We found that the Navy had placed increased emphasis on physi- 
cal security at U.S. installations. This emphasis had resulted in an 
increased awareness of physical security and a general improvement in 
physical security procedures. However, our review also disclosed a 
number of security control issues that reduced the overall effectiveness 
of the security provided for Navy assets. These include protection of 
restricted areas, control of commercial vehicles, protection of waterfront 
property, compliance with fencing requirements, access by private boats 
and airplanes, and designation of “restricted” and “secure” waterways. 
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Army Inventory Management: Inventory and Physical Security Prob- 
lems Continue ~GAO/NSIAD-M-1 1. Oct. 9.19871 

We found that the inventory effectiveness indicators, although they gen- 
erally complied with DOD policy, were misleading and did not reflect the 
degree of inventory inaccuracies that existed at the wholesale and retail 
levels. As a result, Army and DOD management may not have had com- 
plete and accurate information for making many important inventory 
decisions. 

Physical security over sensitive munitions was also a problem. The lack 
of proper storage facilities, insufficient serial number control over the 
munitions, and guard personnel problems all added up to increased vul- 
nerability of these types of weapons. 

Many of the same inventory management problems had been previously 
reported by us and others over the past several years, and promised 
corrective actions had either not been taken or had not proven effective. 

Ammunition and Explosives: Improved Controls and Accountability at 
Fort Bragg (GAO/N~IAD~~-~~BR, Nov. 13,1936) 

The Army’s lack of control over ammunition and explosives, especially 
at Fort Bragg, was the focus of several reports about this time. We 
reviewed ammunition and explosives accountability at Fort Bragg and 
found that the Army and Fort Bragg had made or were making several 
improvements in control, management, and accountability procedures 
for ammunition and explosives. 

To improve accountability and controls over ammunition and explosives 
at Fort Bragg, we recommended that Fort Bragg 

9 increase inspections on the fort to instill in personnel the need for strict 
adherence to Army regulations regarding control and accountability for 
ammunition and explosives, and 

. administer penalties to individuals found to have unauthorized ammuni- 
tion or explosives immediately after training. 

Controls Over Property in Custody of Military Units Can Be Improved 
(~~~8086, June 6,193O) 

We reported that weaknesses in controls over property in the custody of 
military units had allowed much material to be lost. If more emphasis 
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had been placed on property accountability, losses could have been sub- 
stantially reduced. We also reported that responsible parties had rarely 
been identified and held liable for property losses. Procedures for deter- 
mining liability should have been simplified and strengthened. 

Controls Over Internal Controls: Controls Over Material Furnished to Navy Contrac- 

Property Furnished to 
tors Can Be Improved (GAO/NSIADS&~~O, June 21, 1996) 

Contractors 
Inadequate 

Are We reported that the Navy had made little progress in implementing DOD 
policies for adequately controlling government-furnished material pro- 
vided to contractors. Also, Navy contractors did not have effective prop 
erty control systems, and government oversight of these control systems 
was inadequate. Finally, the Navy had made only limited progress in 
developing and implementing property accountability and financial 
accounting systems that would account adequately for the material pro- 
vided to and used by contractors. These control weaknesses could have 
resulted in the failure to report government-furnished material valued 
in the millions of dollars as potential excess material being held by con- 
tractors and increased the potential for fraud, waste, and abuse. 

Government Property: DOD'S Management of the Property It Furnishes to 
Contractors (GAo/N~IADB&~~~, May 26, 198.6) 

Based on our reviews in each service and DU, we concluded that several 
factors had contributed to long-standing problems in controlling and 
accounting for material furnished to contractors. First, DOD had not 
effectively implemented the basic government policy of relying on con- 
tractors to provide the material needed for government contracts, 
except when it is determined in the government’s best interest to pro- 
vide needed material. Second, DOD and service regulations designed to 
control contractor material requisitions to the DOD supply system had 
either not been implemented or had been inadequately implemented. 
Third, the provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation requiring 
contractors to account for and safeguard government material in their 
possession and for the government to oversee the contractors’ manage- 
ment of this material had not been adequately enforced. Fourth, DOD and 
the services had made slow progress in developing and implementing 
financial property accounting systems. Most of the problems associated 
with providing government-furnished material to contractors were also 
applicable to government-furnished equipment. 
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Internal Controls: Air Force Can Improve Controls Over Contractor 
Access to DOD Supply System (GAO/N~LAD~~~~, Mar. 18,1988) 

The Air Force had not adequately implemented controls at the whole 
sale level and had not yet established a target date for implementing 
such controls at the retail level. As a result, it could not ensure that 
contractors requisitioned, received, and used only the items and 
amounts of needed government-furnished material provided for in their 
contracts. Also, after government-furnished material had been issued to 
contractors, government property administrators had not performed 
required annual surveys or identified excess government-furnished 
material inventories at contractors’ facilities. Air Force accounting sys- 
tems did not provide adequate identification of or control over the total 
amount of government-furnished material provided to contractors. 
These control weaknesses offered the potential for fraud, waste, and 
abuse of government-furnished material. 

Internal Controls: Status of Army Efforts to Control Contractor Access 
to the DOD Supply System (GAO/NSIAD~~~~, Mar. 11,1988) 

We reported that the Army had made little progress in implementing the 
management control and reporting systems that DOD requires to ade- 
quately control government-furnished material provided to contractors. 
Also, the Army had not yet developed an accounting system that would 
provide an independent means of identifying how much govemment- 
furnished material the contractors had on hand, received annually, and 
how it was being used. These control weaknesses offered the potential 
for fraud, waste, and abuse of government-furnished material. 

Internal Controls: Controls Over Expedited Payments to Defense 
Suppliers Need Improvement (G~o/m~Lx3aii3, Feb. 291988) 

DIA had not implemented the Office of Management and Budget’s 
revised fast pay requirements and, consequently, was continuing to rou- 
tinely use rather than curtail fast pay procedures in inappropriate 
circumstances. 

Internal controls established by the two DLA purchasing offices that we 
reviewed were not adequate. As a rest, the government paid for some 
items it did not receive. In other cases, contractors received and used 
government funds for a number of months before the overpayments 
were discovered and refunded. 
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Government Equipment: Defense Should Further Reduce the Amount It 
Furnishes to Contractors (GAO/NSLADSG-109, June 19,1986) 

We reported that since 1971 DOD and the services had made little prog- 
ress in implementing overall government policies which call for minimiz- 
ing the amount of equipment the government furnishes to contractors. 
Major factors impeding progress, in our opinion, included 

vagueness of Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and Defense FAR Sup- 
plement provisions, which allow government officials to permit contrac- 
tors to acquire new, general purpose equipment; 
limited DOD efforts to motivate contractors to provide their own 
equipment; 
inadequate equipment-acquisition guidelines, especially for service con- 
tractors; and 
continuing management oversight problems at field and headquarters 
levels over the acquisition, use and retention, and disposal of govem- 
ment furnished equipment. 

Further Improvements Needed In Controls Over Government-Owned 
Plant Equipment In Custody of Contractors (LCD-73-12, Aug. 29, 1972) 

On November 24,1967, we reported that controls over govemment- 
owned property in contractors’ plants needed to be improved. Subse- 
quent internal reviews by DOD showed the situation had continued. This 
review was directed chiefly toward DOD management of a major part of 
such property-plant equipment-to examine the underlying causes of 
the problems. 

DOD was rebuilding existing equipment at contractors’ plants without 
determining if a need existed. Also, the reuse potential of govemment- 
owned industrial plant equipment had not been fully realized because of 
weaknesses in the procedures for reporting unneeded equipment to the 
Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center for screening and 
redistribution. 

Some contractors used government equipment for commercial work 
without obtaining the approval required in advance of the actual use. 
When obtained, this approval normally limited the commercial use to 25 
percent of available machine time. At one contractor’s plant, however, 
we found that during 1 year over 80 percent of recorded sales of 
products produced using government-owned equipment were not under 
government contract. 
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Spare Parts Are Air Force Budget: Potential for Reducing Funding for Aircraft Spares 
Bought Too Early and (GAO/NSIAMO-18, Nov. 28,1989) 

in Ainounts Which We identified potential budget reductions and/or rescissions for aircraft 

Exceed Current Needs spares for various reasons, including premature and unauthorized buy 
requirements and terminating procurements of excess materiel on order. 

Military Logistics: Buying Army Spares Too Soon Creates Excess Stocks 
and Increases Costs ~GAO/NSLADS~M. Aug. 28.1989) 

The two Army buying commands we visited regularly initiated item 
purchases earlier than they should have and also purchased quantities 
exceeding authorized requirements. Purchasing spares and repair parts 
prematurely or excess to requirements resulted ln unnecessary inven- 
tory investment which, unless requirements increased, would cause 
higher inventory holding costs. These problems m, in part, 
because the two commands had misinterpreted Army guidance on obli- 
gating procurement funds. 

Our review also showed that the Army Materiel Command should have 
strengthened its internal control practices to ensure that buying com- 
mands (1) comply with established guidance for canceling or reducing 
excessive on-order quantities of material, (2) adequately document item 
management and procurement decisions, and (3) follow existing regula- 
tions on the approval of procurement actions based on dollar-value 
thresholds. 

Navy Supply: Questionable Decisions Increased Initial Spares Costs for 
AV43B Aircraft ~GAO~SIADBS~O~. Mar. 2.1989) 

Although DOD guidance states that initial provisioning should be pro 
vided through a cost-effective approach, we found that the Navy’s Avia- 
tion Supply Office did not follow this guidance when placing orders for 
AVBB spares for three principal reasons. First, it provided formulas for 
calculating initial requirements that followed the DOD guidance, but the 
AV-8B section adopted a minimum buy policy that authorized purchases 
for every type of spare regardless of the outcome of the requirements 
formula. Second, in some cases it did not consider prior orders when 
placing subsequent orders. Third, it increased spare parts orders due to 
contractor-lmposed minimum order requirements. Internal controls were 
not in place to focus the attention of Navy managers on these matters. 
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Air Force Budget: Potential for Reducing Requirements and Funding for 
Aircraft Spares (GAO/NSUDB&QOBR, Feb. 18,1988) 

The Air Force’s fiscal year 1988 updated procurement requirements for 
aircraft replenishment spares were $1.6 billion less than the budgeted 
requirements on which its funding request was based. Additionally, the 
Air Force was experiencing substantial shortfalls in obligating prior 
years’ funding appropriated for the procurement of aircraft replenish- 
ment spares. 

Economic Order &uantity and Item Essentiality Need More Considera- 
tion (GAO/N~UO~~+~, Jan. 6,1988) 

Navy policy requires that when the economic order quantity is calcu- 
lated to be less than 1 year, a year’s supply of material must still be 
ordered. About 60 percent of the stock items reviewed by us had eco- 
nomic order quantities under a year. The Navy could have reduced the 
potential for increasing its stocks beyond current needs (long supply) 
and minimi& the cotta of ordering and holding inventory by purchas- 
ing the economic order quantity rather than a l-year supply. 

Navy policies on acceptable risk of running out of stock and on mission 
essentiality enable aImost every inventory item to have a safety level of 
stock. The Navy could reduce the potential for increasing its stocks 
beyond current needs by revising these policies. 

We evaluated selected procurement actions taken by the Aviation Sup 
ply Office in fiscal year 1986, which amounted to $1 billion. We found 
this office had ordered $133.7 miIIion in material that exceeded the eco 
nomic order quantity. This material resulted in additional costs of $10.6 
miIIion because the increased holding costs of the larger inventories 
more than offset the decreases in ordering costs and the implied cost of 
shortages. 

We reported that the Navy’s inventory of stock exceeding requirements 
by a 24 or 30-month supply had shown dramatic increases in recent 
years and was expected to rise to $14 billion in fiscal year 1988. Also, 
the policy of ordering a year’s supply of material rather than the eco- 
nomic order quantity (when it is less than 1 year) increased the risk of 
overbuying material with a potential for increasing its stocks beyond 
current needs. 
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Air Force Budget: Potential for Reducing Requirements and Funding for 
Aircraft Spares (GAO/NSIAD-W-~~BR, Jan. I3,1987) 

We identified potential budget reductions for aircraft spares for various 
reasons, including deferral of requirements for aircraft replenishment 
spares purchased more than a year prematurely, elimination of exces- 
sive administrative leadtime requirements, and terminations of on-order 
aircraft spare excesses. 

Military Logistics: Buying Spares Too Early Increases Air Force Costs 
and Budget Outlays (GAO/N~IAD~~-~~, Aug. 1,1986) 

We reviewed the Air Force’s practices for purchasing recoverable (reus- 
able) aircraft spare parts to determine whether it was buying them at 
the appropriate time. Two of the Air Force’s five air logistics centers 
regularly bought recoverable spares up to 14 months earlier than neces- 
sary. As a result, for contracts awarded during 1984, the two centers 
prematurely invested about $374.6 million in spare parts inventories, 
thus increasing their inventory holding costs by about $52.2 million. 
About $125.4 million of the total amount invested prematurely repre- 
sented purchases made more than 1 year too early. Requests for appro- 
priations to fund these purchases could have been deferred for 1 year if 
the centers had planned to buy spares at the appropriate times. 

We reported that because all five air logistics centers followed the same 
early procurement practice, eliminating this practice would result in sig- 
nificant Air Force-wide reductions in inventory holding costs and defer- 
rals in procurement outlays and budget requests. 

The Army’s Safety Level Requirements for Secondary Items May Be 
Inaccurate and Excessive (GAONNABSWO, Sept. 30,1986) . 

Our survey of the Army Materiel Command’s 6 major subordinate com- 
mands showed that safety level requirements for 48,399 secondary 
items (spares and repair parts) exceeded procurement leadtime require- 
ments for a number of items valued at about $76 million. DOD requires 
that safety levels be at least equal to the procurement leadtime require- 
ments. We observed that the economic order quantity/variable safety 
level formula used to compute requirements for stock produced quanti- 
ties that were erratic, could be excessive, and did not materially improve 
supply support. 
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Actions Taken by DOD on GAO Recommendations to Improve Spare Parts 
Requirements Determination (GAO/NSIAD-85-61, Apr. 30, 1985) 

We found that actions taken by the military services and DOD to improve 
the spare parts requirements determination process, in response to our 
prior report recommendations, had resulted in estimated cost savings of 
over $800 million during the past 5 years. We also believe that addi- 
tional actions in process then would result in further estimated savings 
of over $600 million. 

The Army’s Use of Serviceable Returns in Requirements Computations 
(GAO/NSIADSS-69, Apr. 9, 1986) 

The volume of serviceable returns for the three activities was up by 11.7 
percent in fiscal year 1984 as compared with fiscal year 1983, and the 
dollar value of these returns increased from $34.6 to $69.8 million. 
Nearly 50 percent of the reported serviceable material was accepted by 
the wholesale supply activities. Although these returns were recorded 
as assets on hand, they received limited consideration in forecasting 
requirements. Consequently, unnecessary procurement and rework costs 
could result. 

The Air Force Can Improve Its Forecasts of Aircraft Spare Parts 
Requirements (GAO/NSIAD-~~-~, Nov. 19, 1984) 

The two air logistics centers reviewed overstated their need for some 
parts for aircraft being phased down or phased out. Based on a sample, 
we projected the overstatement to be $3 1.1 million. At the same time, 
the centers understated their parts need for aircraft with expected 
increases in flying hours and for new aircraft entering the inventory. We 
projected the understatement to be $28.8 million. 

Thus, with its existing forecast methodology the Air Force could spend 
millions of dollars to buy parts before they were needed or that could 
never be needed, while not purchasing millions of dollars worth of 
needed parts. 

Excessive Air Force Inventories Result From Duplicative Spare Parts 
Requirements (GAO/NSLAD+W, tit. 25, 1984) 

Programming logic used to compute total Air Force consumable spare 
parts requirements resulted in some depot maintenance requirements 
being counted twice. As of March 31, 1983, the Air Force was investing 
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$119 million in unnecessary inventory because of this duplication and 
about $21.5 million annually in maintaining this inventory. 

Improved Processes Can Reduce Requirements for Air Force War 
Reserve Srme Parts (~~~~8381. Julv 8.1983) 

Our review showed that war reserve requirements on 20 of the 32 sam- 
ple items used on the F-16’s radar system were overstated by about 
$12.6 million. Requirements were inaccurate and unrealistic because 
computations were not adjusted to reflect (1) changes in item failure 
rates or (2) configuration changes in aircraft components. 

Air Force Uses Inaccurate Production Leadtime to Compute Spare Parts 
Requirements (~~~083-85, June 16,1983) 

The two air logistics centers reviewed overstated requirements for many 
consumable parts by an estimated $137.6 million and understated 
requirements for others by about $12 million. Also, they were unneces- 
sarily stocking an estimated $16.7 million worth of parts as safety level 
material with annual holding coets of $2.9 million. We believed that the 
primary reason for the invalid requirements determination was the use 
of outdated leadtime data in computing requirements. We believed that 
the centers were not using up-to-date leadtimes because (1) regulations 
did not require them to periodically obtain timely leadtime data from 
contractors and (2) management practices encouraged the use of long 
leadtimes as a buffer to avoid shortages. 

Excessive Administrative Leadtime Used to Determine Requirements in 
the Air Force’s System Support Stock Fund (~~~~82-110, Aug. 13, 1982) 

We reviewed the administrative leadtime for items in the automated 
System Support Stock Fund at the Ogden Air Logistics Center. We found 
that inaccurate administrative leadtimes were being used in determining 
inventory needs. These inaccuracies could have resulted in unnecessary 

procurements of up to $6.3 million to accommodate the excessive 
leadtime. 

The Air Force Needs to Exercise More Control Over Equipment Authori- a a 
zations (p~~D-82-100, July 27,1982) 

The Air Force had a reasonable management system to authorize equip 
ment, but at two locations we visited, lack of emphasis on monitoring 
and validating equipment authorizations had weakened critical systems 
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controls. Internal Air Force tests showed that similar problems existed 
elsewhere in the Air Force. We recommended increased attention to 
monitoring and validation and suggested alternative ways to do this. 

Requirements and Production Capabilities Are Uncertain For Some Air 
Force. Navv. and Marine Corns Aircraft Snares and ReDair Parts 
(PLFtD-82-77, July 22, 1982) 

We reported that constantly changing requirements and the absence of a 
management information system to predict production problems made it 
difficult to determine whether all of the Air Force, Navy, and Marine 
Corps appropriations requests for aircraft spares and repair parts were 
needed and whether the industrial base had the capability to produce 
such items. 

We also reported that until the underlying systemic shortcomings in the 
requirements determination processes were corrected, the total annual 
budgets for aircraft spares and repair parts, which are based in part on 
the requirements data, would remain questionable. 

Mission Item Essentiality: An Important Management Tool for Making 
More Informed Logistics Decisions (PLRDW~C~, Jan. 13,1982) 

We reported that the services could have made more informed logistics 
decisions in determining peacetime and wartime requirements, allocat- 
ing resources, and setting repair priorities by ensuring that the more 
essential items received increased management attention and funding 
priorities. 

More Credibility Needed in Air Force Requirements Determination Pro- 
cess (~~4~~432-22, Jan. 7, 1982) 

Lack of knowledge of system operations, ineffective supervision, and 
questionable quality control practices were major contributors to inaccu- 
rate requirements determinations at Warner Robins Air Logistics Center. 
Because the Air Force used a standardized system for computing 
requirements for reparable items, we believed that deficiencies noted 
during this review may have existed at other air logistics centers. 

The two basic reasons for invalid requirements and buy actions were (1) 
failure of item managers to follow established policies and procedures 
and (2) inaccurate data in the requirements system. 
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The Aviation Supply Office Continues To Have Problems With the Accu- 
racy of Its Requirements Determinations (~~~~82-20, Dec. 22,198l) 

The Navy’s Aviation Supply Office had major problems with the accu- 
racy of its requirements determinations. Its automated requirements 
system contained vast amounts of invalid data, which had caused 
requirements to be significantly overstated. As a result, extensive man- 
ual adjustments were needed before data could be used for determining 
what items and how many to buy. 

The Army Should Improve Its Requirements Determination System 
(mm-e-19, Dec. 1,198l) 

We found that the Army Missile Command’s requirements computations 
for August 1980 were overstated by $12.6 million for certain items and 
understated by about $400,000 for other items because requirements 
computations were based on inaccurate delivery, administrative, and 
production leadtimes, In addition, leadtime requirements were over- 
stated because of the method used to determine requirements for items 
requiring first article testing. 

Although we performed the review at only one Army location, the 
nature of the findings, coupled with the Army’s use of a standardized 
requirements determination system, could have indicated systemic 
requirements problems at the other Army inventory management 
activities. 

The Services Should Improve Their Processes for Determining Require- 
ments for Supplies and Spare Parts (~~~~-82-12, Nov. 30,198l) 

We found little consistency and coordination among the services on the 
best way to determine requirements. Thus, techniques developed by one 
service which seemed to have merit and offer potential for doing some- 
thing a better way were not made available to the other services. Conse- 
quently, opportunities to refine and improve the requirements 
determination process were lost. Furthermore, with better supervision 
and training, the services could have made better use of limited 
resources and thereby enhanced equipment availability and avoided 
investments in stock levels beyond real needs. 

We selected a statistical sample of items in a buy position during a 
requirements determination cycle at three locations-one location in 
each service-and tested the validity of the data elements used in the 
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requirements determination processes. We found that, oftentimes, the 
computed requirements were not based on accurate data. As a result, 
the requirements were overstated and understated by millions of dol- 
lars. We noted that the problems could be widespread and significant. 
The misstated requirements were due to 

. inaccurate data in the automated requirements determination systems, 
l incorrect adjustments to the data, and 
l the failure to follow prescribed leadtime forecasting policies and 

procedures. 

Logistics Managers Need to Consider Operational Readiness in !3etting 
Safety Level Stocks (PLRDsl-52, Aug. 10,198l) 

We reported that maintaining a safety level of stock on hand is a form of 
insurance against unexpected demands or delays in delivery. However, 
the methods used for determining safety levels did not consider whether 
the items were essential to carry out a military mission. 

The Army Can Save Millions Annually by Properly Considering Service- 
able Returns in Its Requirements Computations (uD-~o&, May 15,198O) 

The Army’s requirements for procurement or rework of demand-support 
items were inflated because four of the five inventory control points 
were not using 100 percent of serviceable returns to offset demands in 
their requirements computations, as required by Army regulations. We 
recommended that the Army reduce the projected requirements for 
material by the full amount of forecasted returns of serviceable material 
from customers. 

Army’s Requirements for War Reserve Materiel Can He Reduced With- 
out Impairing Combat Effectiveness (LJXV~-~ZZA, Dec. 14,1978) 

We reviewed the Army’s stock fund war reserve program to determine if 
the Army’s requirements are realistic in view of the large dollar defl- 
ciencies in its budget requests. We found several m@or assumptions and 
factors used by the Army in computing war reserve requirements that 
were questionable and led to overstated requirements. We recommended 
ways to reduce the Army’s requirements for war reserve material with- 
out impairing combat effectiveness. 

--- 
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Determining Requirements for War Reserve Spares and Repair Parts- 
Importance of the Wartime Planning Process (IJXI-78407~, June 6,1978) 

This report dealt with the Air Force’s coordination of overall strategic 
wartime planning with logistics support and operations, and the plan- 
ning factors involved which significantly affected material requirements 
for wsr. It pointed out that a number of the underlying planning 
assumptions needed to be reassessed and changed to improve the effec- 
tiveness of wartime logistics support. 

Submarine Supply Support Costs Can Be Greatly Reduced Without 
Impairing Readiness (~41~7~37, June 7,1977) 

We reported that the Navy can reduce future investments in submarine 
support inventories by as much as $196 million by improving policies 
and procedures for establishing and maintaining optimum stock levels 
on submarines and tenders. Although some improvements had been 
made or promised, we concluded that the Navy could do more. 

The Air Force Could Reduce War F&serve Requirementa of Spares and 
Repair Parts for Combat-Ready Units @m-444, Aug. 27,1976) 

We reported that the cost of acquiring war reserves had increased 
greatly, and the cost of acquiring stocks to meet the requirements com- 
puted by the Air Force far exceeded available funds. We proposed sev- 
eral alternatives for reducing investments in spares and repair parts 
and, at the same time, providing effective support. 

Need to Improve Accuracy of Air Force Requirements System for Repa- 
rable Parts (R-146874, Sept. 13,197Z) 

We found that errors in several key data elements in the Air Force’s 
system for determining requirements for reparable parts were wide- 
spread. Because of the extent of error, questions were raised as to 
whether management was getting reliable information for making deci- 
sions to buy, repair, retain, or dispose of reparable parts. Cur review of 
requirements computations for 119 items selected on a statistical-sam- 
pling basis showed that errors had caused inaccurate requirements in 
about 69 percent of the computations. 
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Reducing Procurement Of Initial Support Stocks for Navy Ships 
B-133068. June 28.1972) 

We reported that much of the backup equipment and spare parts 
acquired by the Navy as initial support for shipboard equipment was 
seldom, if ever, used. In addition, we believed the quantities procured 
could have been reduced significantly without impairing fleet readiness. 
This reduction would have resulted in savings in inventory investment 
and in costs of maintaining inventory. 

The Navy obtained too many stocks for the following reasons. 

l Excessive quantities of items with little or no use expected were pur- 
chased as insurance items. One location was carrying an inventory of 
34,000 such items which were valued at $142 million. Of these, 23,000 
items, having a value of $84 million, had potentially excess quantities on 
hand. 

l Support for equipment installed aboard ships was duplicated by buying 
backup quantities of the same equipment in addition to spare parts. As 
of April 30,1970, the Navy had an inventory of shipboard equipment 
valued at $298 million, much of which had been acquired as backup 
equipment. 

. Quantities of spare parts were obtained to load aboard tenders. Spare 
parts were also obtained for storage at depots on shore. All these parts 
were intended to support the same expected equipment failures on Fleet 
Ballistic Missile submarines. 

Unneeded Buys Are 
Not Canceled 

(GAO/NSIAMCMO~, Mar. 6,199O) 

For most excess material on order, item managers are unnecessarily 
avoiding making termination recommendations to contracting officers. 
For example, at the Construction Supply Center, contracts falling below 
$26,000 are not considered for termination. This relatively high thresh- 
old excluded 98.6 percent of the Center’s contracts. Item managers are 
also incorrectly recomputing requirements or arbitrarily increasing 
requirements to avoid recommending terminations. We found that 
because of lax or nonexistent supervision, questionable decisions not to 
recommend terminations are not reversed. 

Even when items are recommended for termination, contracts are not 
terminated if the contracting officer is informed by the contractor that 
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the contract cannot be terminated without cost to the U.S. government. 
In these cases, item managers are making decisions to accept unneeded 
items without performing a required cost benefit analysis. Unless item 
managers receive estimates of termination costs, they do not have a reli- 
able database to determine if acquisition of excess items is in the gov- 
ernment’s best interest. 

Military Logistics: Air Force’s Management of Backordered Aircraft 
Items Needs Improvement (GAO/N- 2, June 2,1989) 

We found that the Air Force had significant amounts of invalid back- 
orders that were not being detected and canceled by periodic validation 
checks. In addition, the Air Force’s requirements for aircraft spare parts 
were overstated because (1) available depot supply level assets were not 
used to offset requirements for aircraft items procured with stock 
funds, (2) depot maintenance backorders were included twice in require- 
ment computations for aircraft items procured with appropriated funds, 
and (3) requirements for stock-funded aircraft items were sometimes 
based on erroneous backorder data. 

The Air Force’s process for ensuring compatibility between wholesale 
and retail level backorder records continued to experience problems. As 
a result, the Air Force was missing opportunities to cancel invalid 
backorders. 

Military Procurement: Air Force Should Terminate More Contracts for 
On-Order Excess Spare Parts (GAO/NsIADs7-141, Aug. 12,1987) 

We found that (1) the Air Force actually terminated less than 3 percent 
of the excess on-order parts that we reviewed, (2) the Air Force should 
have terminated about 24 percent of the on-order excess, resulting in 
savings of approximately $12 million to $36 million depending on 
whether the items would be reprocured, and (3) the requirements sys- 
tem responsible for generating on-order termination lists contained inac- 
curate information and was unreliable. 

The Navy Can Increase Cancellations of Procurements for Unneeded 
Material (GAO-, Mar. 22,1986) 

We found that the Navy’s procedures and practices for canceling 
procurements of unneeded material showed that cancellations could be 
increased, thereby reducing unnecessary procurement and inventory 
investment costs. 
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We identified four main reasons why cancellations were not higher. 
First, the inventory control points had established high dollar review 
thresholds. Second, the inventory control points applied protection 
levels to provide an added buffer against running out of stock. Third, 
inventory managers did not always act on cancellation notices in a 
timely manner. Fourth, management and supervisory attention over the 
cancellation process was limited. 

Continued Improvements Needed in Air Force Procedures and Practices 
for Identifying and Canceling Excess On-order Stocks (~~~~-8336, Feb. 7, 
1983) 

Cur review identified continuing problems which inhibit the identifica- 
tion and potential cancellation of excess on-order stocks valued at tens 
of millions of dollars annually. 

Better Methods for Validating and Reconciling Uniilled Materiel Orders 
Could Protie Substantial Economies to the Army (~~~~-82-76, June 2, 
1982) 

The Army continued to spend tens of millions annually on material no 
longer needed by customers. We reported that it could save an estimated 
$112 million over a 3-year period and improve the credibility of its data- 
base and supply readiness by strengthening its policies, procedures, and 
practices for periodically validating and reconciling older, outstanding 
orders. 

DOD Can Save Millions of Dollars by Improving the Management of Air 
Force Inventories (1~~80-6, Oct. 26,1979) 

Two Air Force air logistics centers had over $60 million in excess mate- 
rial on order, although they had over $8 million of stock on hand 
exceeding current needs for these items. The Air Force Stock Fund’s 
obligational authority was inflated by an estimated $26.6 million. 

To avoid inflating inventories and procurement costs, we reported that 
DOD should have 

. eliminated its permissive overstockage policy, 
l revised computer programs so that duplicate requirements are not 

included in the “buy computations,‘* 
l provided for more timely identification and effective cancellation of 

excess stock on order, and 
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. filled war readiness and foreign sales requirements from available 
stocks to the maximum extent practicable. 

Better Methods Needed for Canceling Orders for Material No Longer 
Required (H-162152, May 21,1974) 

In 1967, we reported that outstanding Air Force orders for material 
worth $471 million could be reduced by about $103 million if the Air 
Force more promptly identified and canceled unfilled orders for material 
no longer required. About this time DOD established a uniform policy and 
standardized procedures for the military services to follow in verifying 
the continuing need for material on old, unfilled orders. 

After DOD implemented its policy and procedures for verifying continu- 
ing need, the military services identified and canceled over $6 billion 
dollars worth of unfilled orders. However, after analyzing material 
order validations made by the services for a 3-month period, we found 
that about $249 million worth of old invalid material orders were either 
not identified or were identified too late to permit cancellation. In addi- 
tion, $34 million worth of material demands related to invalid orders 
were not removed from the databases used to compute requisitioning 
objectives and buy requirements. 

The causes of these problems were the following: 

. The requisitioning activities routinely certified the continuing validity 
of unfilled orders without verifying the requirements. 

. The Army and Navy did not validate unfilled orders often enough to 
permit timely cancellation of invalid orders, and the services incurred 
avoidable delays in accomplishing periodic material order validations. 

l Not all eligible material orders were subjected to validation checks. 
l When invalid orders were canceled, the related demands were not elimi- 

nated from the demand history, which was used in computing future 
requirements. 

Other Areas Needing 
Improvements 

Deployment (GAO/IMTEC-~0-11, Feb. 9, 1999) 
- 

We reported that the Navy was attempting to implement a new auto- 
mated logistics system for intermediat~level maintenance facilities, e.g. 
naval air stations and aircraft carriers, before the software had been 
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properly tested. This was critical because problems detected after a sys- 
tem is operational cost substantially more to correct than those discov- 
ered and corrected during system development. We recommended that 
the Navy fully test the system to ensure problems are detected before 
the system is fielded, conduct evaluations to verify that the system will 
provide the cost savings and improvements originally expected, and 
develop a system maintenance manual to ensure that the system can be 
cost-effectively maintained. 

Air Force ADP: Systems Funded Without Adequate Cost/Benefit Analy- 
sis (GAO~~TEC-90-6, Dec. 28,1989) 

We reported that the Air Force, for four automated logistics system ini- 
tiatives, had not performed adequate cost/benefit analysis to justify the 
new systems. The cost/benefit inadequacies fell into three categories: 
incomplete analysis of alternatives, overstated benefits, and under- 
stated costs. As a result, the Air Force could not determine the most 
cost-effective alternative or, more importantly, whether the benefits of 
the proposed automated system outweighed the costs. 

Army Logistics: Use of Long Supply Assets in Depot-Level Repair Pro- 
grams Could Reduce Costs (GAO/N~IAD~~-~, Nov. 16,198O) 

We reported that although the Army had developed a program to iden- 
tify long supply assets available for depot-level repair programs, the 
program was not effective because it lacked the means to match the 
large inventories of long supply assets to thousands of depot repair pro- 
grams. Establishing an effective program was further hindered by a 
long-standing conflict over the price Army depots should pay for long 
supply assets purchased through the Army’s stock fund. 

One inventory control point developed a means to match serviceable 
long supply assets to applicable depot repair programs. At our request, 
using that methodology, five of the Army’s inventory control points 
identified about $69.6 million in long supply assets that could have been 
used in fiscal year 1989 depot repair programs. We estimated that using 
these assets instead of repairing unserviceable assets would have ena- 
bled the Army to reduce its repair costs by about $14.9 million. 
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Computer Procurement: Hardware Upgrades for Navy Inventory Con- 
trol System Should Be Delayed (GAO /1~~~c8967, Sept. 29,1989) 

We reported that the Navy was procuring upgraded computer hardware 
for its new automated inventory control point system without ade- 
quately defining the need for the new hardware and without determin- 
ing whether its existing hardware could be more efficiently used. 

Strategic Bombers: Logistics Decisions Impede BlB Readiness and Sup 
portability (GAO/NSIAD-SMQ, May 19,1989) 

DOD and the Air Force emphasized production schedules and program 
costs during B-1B development. Tradeoffs were made that affected 
logistics support. Lack of adequate logistics support contributed to sig- 
nificant numbers of grounded aircraft and reduced mission-capable 
time. This, in turn, delayed crew training and plans for increasing the 
number of alert aircraft. 

We reported that the Air Force continued to face difficult challenges 
that could require billions of dollars to support full B-1B operations. A 
comprehensive assessment of B-LB logistics support status could help 
identify B-1B readiness and supportability issues and needed follow-up 
actions. In addition, visible and measurable readiness and supportability 
goals for early operations could assist in achieving DOD’S policy of suff’i- 
cient attention to l~ics issues throughout the development and acqui- 
sition process. 

Automated Information Systems: Schedule Delays and Cost Overruns 
Plague DOD systems (GAOllMTmaa, May 10,1989) 

we reviewed eight automated systems, including DLA’S &fenSe I,ogistics 
Services Center, Naval Aviation Logistics Command Information Sys- 
tem, and Air Force Requirements Data Bank. All experienced significant 
cost growth and all but one experienced development &lays. Reasons 
given for cost growth and delays included underestimation of the sys- 
tems’ original costa, design failures, program redirection, and enhance- 
ments to the original project scope. 
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Air Force ADP: Evaluations Needed to Substantiate Modernization Pro- 
gram Benefits ~GAO/IMTEC-8@-29. Mav 6.1989) 

We reviewed the Air Force Logistics Command’s Logistics Management 
System Modernization Program. The program, which began in 1984, con- 
sists of nine separate acquisition projects designed to replace and mod- 
ernize 94 computer systems that help the Command manage spare parts 
and keep weapon systems in a state of readiness. We found the Com- 
mand could adequately support only about $1.9 billion of the about 
$12.2 billion in cost savings originally expected from this program. 

ADP Acquisition: Air Force Logistics System Modernization Projects 
IGA~IIM- 2. Aor. 21.1989) 

We provided information on the cost of three Air Force systems that are 
part of the Air Force Logistics Management Systems Modernization 
PrOgram. 

ADP Acquisition: Defense Logistics Services Center Modernization Pro- 
mamCG~odbmcm-3 2. Mar. 20.1989) 

We provided information on the cost of the Defense Logistics Services 
Center Modernization Program. 

Air Force ADP: Logistics Systems Modernization Costs Continue to 
Increase (GAO/IMm7Fs,k.28,1988) 

We found that Air Force estimates to complete the nine initial projects 
for the Logistics Management Systems Modernization Program increasei 
from $716.4 million in 1986, to a current estimate of $994.3 million. 

Computer Systems: Navy Needs to Assess Less Costly Ways to Imple- 
ment Its Stock Point System (GAO- 2, Dec. 14,1988) 

We reported that the Navy’s Stock Point automated data processing 
replacement project is intended to improve supply operations by replac 
ing the current computer systems with new hardware and software at s 
cost of $2.3 billion over the system’s 24-year life. Although the cost of 
implementing and operating the project could have been potentially 
reduced by using fewer host systems than the 38 that were planned, the 
Navy had not yet studied alternative host/satellite configurations. 
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ADP Management: Status of the Army’s Logistics and Technical Infor- 
mation Initiatives CGA~AMTEC~BI~, Oct. 31. 1988) 

We reviewed the Army’s major automation efforts in the logistics and 
technical information area. We found the Army had not completed 
implementing its system integration and interoperability strategy. 

Strategic Bombers: ElB Parts Problems Continue to Impede Operations 
(GAO~EUAWWBO, July 26,1988) 

The Air Force was experiencing significant logistics challenges that 
required extraordinary efforts to support limited BlB operations, 
specifically, 

spare parts shortages continued to seriously limit aircraft availability; 
the Air Force was relying on extensive cannibalization (use of parts 
from grounded aircraft) to continue operations; 
the Air Force, even with its extraordinary efforts, had not been able to 
meet tmining and readiness objectives; 
reliability shortfalls (parts failing faster than expected) continued to be 
a major cauae of spare parts shortages, with other causes contributing 
to the problems; 
the Air Force’s and contractor’s attention to priority parts had resolved 
some parts problems, but a more systemic approach would ensure early 
and appropriate attention to the problem parts; and 
opportunities for reductions and cost savings might have been found if 
the Air Force had reviewed and reassessed the quantities ordered for 
parts that (1) had been or were undergoing reliability improvements, (2) 
were used on unstable/undeveloped systems such as defensive avionics, 
(3) were intended to be used as wartime spares, and (4) had potential 
excess quantities on order. 

Inventory Management: Receipt Confirmation Problems (GAO/NSLAD~& 

179, July 14,1988) 

We analyxed 463 shipments valued at about $16 million and could not 
confirm receipts for 87 shipments (19 percent) valued at about $1 mil- 
lion (7 percent). Generally, we found that systems and internal controls 
in the military services and DLA did not provide DOD management with 
adequate assurance that material paid for was received at storage activ- 
ities. We, the service audit groups, and the DOD Inspector General had 
reported several times on problems experienced by the military services 
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and DLA in material receipt procedures and controls. We found that sys- 
tems and internal controls in the military services and DLA did not pro- 
vide management with adequate assurance that depots received 
material paid for on the basis of acceptance at the source. 

Procedures to follow up on in-transit material either (1) had not been 
established or (2) where established, were not being followed or were 
otherwise not effective. Additionally, supply and financial records were 
not reconciled to ensure that material paid for was actually received. 

ADP Modernization: Army Plans to Improve Budget Disclosure for Its 
Standard Depot System (GAO/IMTE~~~~O, May 26,19SS) 

We found that the Army had a structured approach for managing the 
modernization program for its automated Standard Depot System. How- 
ever, its budget exhibits did not include enough information to clearly 
explain the modernization’s cost and scope to the Congress. 

Procurement: Spare Parta and Support Equipment for Air Force C-6 
TransportAt~(~~0~~~~7aa,May23,19sS) 

Inappropriate procurement practices by the San Antonio Air Logistics 
Center may have resulted in the Air Force paying between $13 and $19 
million more than necessary for G6B spare parts. The additional costs 
were incur& because the Center purchased spare parts indirectly 
through the prime contractor, rather than directly from the parts ven- 
dors. This action was contrary to Air Force policy. We believed the 
issues identified during our review highlighted the continuing need for 
the Air Force to focus management attention on its spare parts procure- 
ment practices. 

Computer Procurement: Navy CAD/CAM Acquisition Has Merit but Man- 
agement Improvements Needed (GAO@TEC-~S 22, May 11,19SS) 

We concluded that the Navy’s centrally managed, Navy-wide approach 
to Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing II had merit 
because it provided opportunities for equipment standardization across 
commands and reduced unit costs through large-scale contracts. How- 
ever, the Navy had not followed DOD regulations governing information 
system acquisitions and, therefore, had not ensured that it was pursuing 
the optimal system solution. 
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Federal Catalog System: Continuing Item Identification Problems (GAO/ 

NSIAD-88-121, May 5, 1988) 

The Federal Catalog System was established to improve accountability 
and safeguard against buying items already in the supply inventories. 
We reported that it continued to fall short of its legislated mandate to 
adequately identify supply items so they could be distinguished as 
unique and not duplicative of items already in the supply cataloging sys- 
tem. Many cataloged items still were inappropriately named, inade- 
quately described, incorrectly classified, and improperly numbered. We 
reported that poor cataloging could also hinder other logistics functions 
and cause unnecessary purchases. 

Air Force Procurement: More B-1B Spares Should Have Been Bought 
Directly from Manufacturers (GAO/NSIALsSa13, Nov. 18,1987) 

The Air Force did not take full advantage of breakout opportunities dur- 
ing initial provisioning for the B-1B. In particular, the Air Force could 
have used available data to break out individual spare parts for pur- 
chase directly from manufacturers as part of the Cyear Expanded 
Advance Buy, rather than buying all items from associate prime con- 
tractors and component manufacturers. 

Computer Systems: Navy Stock Point ADP Replacement Program Needs 
Better Management Controls (G~omTEc-S%3o, Sept. 17,1987) 

We believe the Navy could have strengthened its management control 
over the modernization segment of the stock point automated data 
processing replacement program. 

Strategic Forces: Supportability, Maintainability, and Readiness of the 
B-1B Bomber (GAO~NSIAD-S%~~~BR, June 26,1987) 

Spare parts shortages resulted in the temporary grounding of B-1B air- 
craft, some of which were cannibalized for use in other aircraft. The 
primary cause was high demand resulting from spare parts that were 
not as reliable as predicted and from false test failures of parts in opera- 
tional aircraft. 
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Air Force Computers: Development Risks of Logistics Modernization 
Program Can Be Reduced (GAO/IMTEG87-19, May 16,1987) 

The Air Force took several actions to reduce the risk of a total program 
failure similar to that which occurred with the Advanced Logistics Sys- 
tem. However, the Air Force generally did not complete the required ini- 
tial planning activities for the individual projects. As a result, it had not 
ensured that the most cost-effective alternatives were being pursued or 
that the projects as designed would correct existing system deficiencies 
and achieve expected benefits. Also, the Air Force had not established 
the management procedures necessary to ensure that the cost, schedule, 
and performance status of the projects were accurately measured. 

Military Logistics: Improvements Needed in Managing Air Force Special 
Stock Levels (GAO/NSALMW, Dec. 23,1986) 

We evaluated the reasonableness and accuracy of the Air Force’s proce- 
dures and practices for establishing and manag@ special stock level 
requirements for recoverable aircraft and missile spare parts. Cur 
review of these stock requirements valued at over $110 million showed 
that they were overstated by $27.9 million due to procedural deficien- 
cies and item manager errors. Eliminating these deficiencies and errors 
would have precluded the procurement of unneeded spares. 

computer Systems: Continued Cversight Crucial for Air Force’s Require- 
ments Data Bank (GAO-~, Dec. 6,1988> 

We found that the Air Force had not exercised firm management control 
over the Requirements Data Bank (one of nine projects in the Air Force’s 
$1.7 billion Logistics Modernization Program), thus causing schedule 
delays and cost increases. 

Navy Supply Systems: Status of Two Projects for Improving Stock Point 
Operations (G~0--iFs, Oct. 9,1986> 

We provided a status report for two Navy stock point supply system 
automated data processing development initiatives. 
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Software Projects: Army Materiel Command Spent Millions Without 
Knowing Total Costs and Benefits (GAOIIMTECM-18, June 20,1986) 

Officials of the Logistics System Review Committee allowed the Com- 
modity Command Standard System to be modified or expanded in viola- 
tion of Army regulations. This system is extensively used to manage the 
Army Materiel Command’s inventory of supply items. 

Computer Buys: Air Force Logistics Modernization Program Should 
Comply With Brooks Act (GAO/WTEG86-16, May 16,1986) 

We found that the Air Force is not complying with the Brooks Act* and 
with implementing regulations of the General Services Administration in 
procuring equipment and services for its modernization program for its 
Requirements Data Bank Program (part of the Logistics Management 
Systems Modernization Program). 

The Navy Can Improve Material Management at Naval Shipyards (GAO/ 
NSIAD-~~-71, May 6,1986) 

The naval shipyards did not effectively determine direct material 
requirements for future overhauls because (1) complete and accurate 
usage data were not collected and (2) historical usage information on 
prior overhauls was not analyzed. As a result, material shortages and 
surpluses reduced efficiency and increased costs of shipyard depot 
maintenance. 

The shipyards we visited had not performed required physical invento- 
ries of shop stores or effectively identified, analyzed, and disposed of 
excess material. We believe this was a primary reason that the value of 
excess shop stores materials steadily increased to $77 million by March 
1984. 

The shipyards had not been held accountable for implementing systems 
and procedures provided by the Naval Sea Systems Command to 
improve material management. The shipyards, in turn, had not held 
their personnel accountable for implementing prescribed procedures and 
for improving material management efficiency. As a result, previously 
identified material management problems remained unresolved. 

*The Brooks Act (40 U.S.C. 769) provides the AdminWWor, General Services Administration, the 
authority to oversee the acquisition of automated data proceaoing equipment by federal agencies. 
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Utilization of Navy Long Supply Aviation Assets-Improved Coordina- 
tion and Supervision Needed (~~~~-82-121, Sept. 17,1982) 

We completed a follow-up review of the Navy’s program for using long 
supply aviation assets in producing aircraft airframes, engines, and 
targets. Based on a 1979 report, DOD had expressed concern about the 
accumulation of long supply assets and agreed that such assets should 
be used as government-furnished material. DOD agreed with our conclu- 
sions and recommendations and advised us that it would request the 
Navy to take corrective action in utilizing long supply assets. 

Our follow-up review disclosed that the Navy’s program for utilizing 
long supply aviation assets in new production continued to fall short of 
realizing its optimum effectiveness. We found that coordination was 
inadequate between the Naval Air Systems Command and the Aviation 
Supply Office during the screening process and the verification of avail- 
able items selected by the contractors. In addition, available assets were 
offered to the contractors too late for use in the applicable production 
year or they were not offered at all. 

Increased Use of Available Aviation Assets in New Production Can Save 
Millions (LCIS~Q-201, Mar. 6,1979) 

We found the Navy was incurring procurement and inventory holding 
costs amounting to millions of dollars annually which could have been 
avoided by furnishing aviation items in long or surplus supply to con- 
tractors for use in producing new aviation equipment. 
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U.S. General Accounting Office 
Post Office Box 6015 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

Telephone 202-275-6241 

The first five copies of each report are free. Additional copies are 
$2.00 each. 

There is a 25”,, discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single address. 

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made 
out to the Superintendent of Documents. 




